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Introduction:

I have been asked by friends, why I would care to relate what I know about the events leading up to the John F. Kennedy killing and the consequent cover-ups and diversions. It is not very easy to answer that because in revealing these facts as I know them, one opens self up to being branded everything from a nut case, a wanna be, a cooke or a liar. I am none of these and I care little what the reader thinks. I suppose I am putting these facts on paper because they have gnawed in my gut for 46 years and I do not care to head for the eternal dirt nap on the great midway beyond without making an attempt at stating what I know and saw at that time. Hindsight is certainly much easier to let one know how lucky or unlucky they were in the past.

Luck and happenstance placed me in a front row seat at the big show of the 20th century. I was in elbow brushing terms with a lot of the major and minor players involved in these events. I did not know what was going to take place on the 22nd November in 1963. However, as soon as I did go down I realized what a precarious position I was in, yet I had no idea of how deeply I was associated in the whole mess. That would come later. I would have drastic decisions to make. Evidently I made good choices in this nightmare of historic events. It was a time when the wrong move would be fatal.

I have made it to 72 years of age, keeping secrets in my brain quiet, except for a select close few. While most of the people that I associated with around the Cuban Affairs Groups have passed to their allotted other realms, I have been pretty much left to my own devices. True I was in fields where one could swallow ones self up in a cloak of anonymity. I was the keeper of identities and knew clandestine and evasive tactics, enabling me to be less visible than others. That, of course would not have stopped the people I had been involved with from finding me if they had so desired. Somehow, I was either still of use to "THE THEM" or it was deemed that there was no need to use termination as a necessity for my case.

It was certainly NOT because I was trusted, as "THE THEM" trust no one. I made a number of major mistakes as I look back on my disappearing attempt. For years after I was watching my surroundings and those within my 24 foot perimeter, I still do. This helped I am sure, but as knowledgeable as I was in such matters I knew that if a contract were placed upon me, there would be no place on earth that I could go that would save me. I was not important enough for international or global attention. It was that

1.
simple. If I had been fool enough to stay in the zone of the interior, I am sure that I never would have reached the age of 30 never mind 72.

Of course one also has to realize it was a time before the mass effort to identify everyone by the social security, moms maiden name your birth date and of course by hooking everyone on the wonders of plastic credit cards. The taxpayer became identified immediately to whoever had the power of the mighty computer. This was all in its early stages then. Life was very different then. Weapons were everywhere and it was hardly a crime to carry one or even to fire it as long as you were not committing a crime. Arms licenses (except for local laws) were not in effect and even where they were (Like N.Y. state) penalties were pretty light even for former criminals. Criminals were a bit more selective as to who they picked on as they knew their meal ticket might just be armed.

I had been sent and trained at Ft. Deitrich, Md. By the Defense Intelligence Agency handler over me in the arts of making and providing false papers as well as identification. We called it the "SEALS & FLAPP'S SCHOOL". At that time a picture on any identity was a rarity. I had come to my handler's attentions when I invented a three suitcase identification set up. It was a complete I.D. factory with blanks of all sorts; certificates, co. checks and I.D. cards; a small printing press and types, inks etc., seal making eqpt., a compact enlarger, photo print frame, papers and chemical packs trays and so on. I must say that this set up did serve me well. It was also quite lucrative. In fact, this enabled me to make a reasonably safe get away from the Z.I. in 1964.

I have said in this writing that, it is NOT at all being done for you the reader. Not for the Kennedy buffs out there, and certainly not for law enforcement types, I care not who believes my rants or if you do not like the presentation or the grammar, my spellink, or whatever. My slight educational efforts were for the most part in practical and technical fields. The Circus, The Carnival, spies, tramps, (Not Bums) Agents Provocateur and of course assorted criminals with great aspirations are not fields one gets sheep skins for. I did go to Nursing School way back then. At the time most Male Nurses were of the Odd set, Hell I wish they all had been gay, then all the babes would have considered me in great demand, smile. Be that as it is, my education was and is limited and I am not a writer at all as I am sure you realize by now.

The content I say is fact... You can make your own judgment there, I am just presenting it for what it is. I am doing this
for my peace of mind not for anyone else... A couple of years back I went to a lot of trouble and effort relating this story to a published author by the name of Jan Gregor. I gave him the right to this story, to do some sort of book on it. Time has gone by, I am older, and the work still is not produced. It is understandable as Jan has a lot on his plate just making a living these days. If ever he decides to fine tune all this he is welcome. Meanwhile I will put out this work, such as it is. I will illustrate this too and in that area I am a very capable artist of professional strengths. This book will have the advantage of being directly from my own mind, in my own words and style. That it is not of some others way of telling my story may or may not be a plus. It has been some time since I gave Jan all that material, we even took a trip to Dallas to try and verify places, names etc. I guess we did though that place has changed so much it was hardly recognizable. I had time in these years to hunt up journals I kept at the time and was amazed to realize how difficult it was to place dates on things I put down in these books. My memory is thus stimulated and even though the dates are not included in them as often as not they brought these events and other related events into sharp focus even at this age.

Now then, much of what will be in this book will not have been given to any other author etc. The events are completely accurate, however some of the times and dates will be off a bit. I did a lot of moving in those days, Carnies, Circus types and Agents do that. The months prior to going to Dallas get a little mixed up but the chronological order is very accurate as are all the Dallas events to the time I split. I was stable enough to have steady housing a phone and second job in nursing when I was in Dallas. That enabled me to keep a pretty good account in my log at that time. Later and before Dallas I only kept a record of finances and travel miles and sometimes an event of note.

I as well as many others knew the day after the hit, just who had been responsible for ordering the President to be killed. That means the chief of Police Gurrey and all sorts of other Law Enforcement folks as well... We had little idea of the tendrils that went from the persons and their cohorts to every conceivable office of Government. The banking powers of the world and big business corporations to control the aftermath. That is why so many like myself who had hands on dealings with the responsible parties and knew small parts of the puzzle were able to connect some of the dots. It is also why many of these same people were not to enjoy great longevity at all. There were no real secrets only lies, this thing was done pretty much out in the open for all who would really look to see! Lies and cover-ups were later and then the order of every day from then on.
The setting up of John F. Kennedy - The actual assassins, I either knew or knew of within a few days after the fact. I spent a day of drinking with the man that directed the killing teams for Lyndon B. Johnson and his Texas Mafia with the help of the other Mafia, His name was Malcom (Mac) Wallace. We spent a day doing the set up bars and strip joints in both Ft. Worth and Dallas together a week later. Mac was quite talkative in a conspirators way. He and I knew one another in the past from dealings with the gamblers at the Adolphus Hotel and The Egyptian Lounge having to do with the safe house I ran for them and the Mob. Several of the people he talked of I knew from my dealings over the past years in the Cuban fiascos and fun and games. The Perminex bunch run out of New Orleans paid the bills and Mac had often been the delivery guy. This was a classic well thought out hit by a very large cast of characters and one wonders just how so many were quiet so long. Of course a lot died very shortly after that day.

I was told by John Roselli later that they had set Kennedy up first at the baseball field in N.Y.C., but that had not gone right, then again in Chicago at Soldier’s Field and in Miami and finally got everything right in Dallas where "THE THEY" brought just about everyone that was anyone in the business of nastiness and criminality together to witness or unwittingly be part of that picture. Dallas was a natural place for that bit of history, Kennedy was not at all popular there. A great audience was brought together to witness that event with out most of us knowing it. I was one such person! We were all disposable as well and did not know that either. I suppose I was useable after the hit, I guess that’s why I had the chance to sort it all out later. Most of us that day that were connected (be it ever so slightly) had no idea of what we were involved in. Compartmentalization is the way of "THE THEY".

I sincerely believe that if Kennedy had been brought to Baylor where I was a surgical nurse on the second shift, rather than to Parkland Hospital I would have had different duties to my masters that day or evening. It is not at all a comforting speculation, even today. Such knowledge stagnating within me over the years does have an effect. When I read the misinformation about what I saw as a simple killing of an important person, I wonder at the stupidity of the general public. Perhaps it’s just that they don’t really care. They are just too busy scratching out a living and so on to give a shit as to what their so-called leaders are doing. I would say that is by design as well and has been from as far back as history goes. But let’s never say it’s a "CONSPIRACY".

In the fact that whenever two or more people plan anything it is indeed a conspiracy we should consider such as this killing
A conspiracy too. So being branded a conspiracy nut ain't all that bad, perhaps it paid for me to have been looking over my shoulder all these years. When I see people like Senator Arlan Spector of Pennsylvania; The man that introduced the MAGIC BULLET still at it doing the bidding of the powers that put him where he's at, I say that the killing of John F. Kennedy rewarded a lot of those like him that were willing to sell their souls after the event. Those justices on the benches and the Warren commission as well as all of us that just got out of Dodge after the mayhem was over and kept silence, We're all guilty and there is a time when it's smarter to be on the winning side even at the price you pay later. It may only be a price of knowing you did the wrong thing or it may be the price of knowing you took something to look a wrong way but its always something we have to live with. Then there's the thought of what the alternative actions would have caused to happen.

I actually believe that the more honorable people that were involved in this mess were those that had some inkling of patriotic fervor (be the fact it was wrong) and believed that what they were involved in was for the betterment of America were of better quality than those that actually gained later by cover-ups and pay-offs. J.F.K and his brother were far from my favorite people at that time and the loss of freedom in Cuba we all blamed on them. My friends Sam Gianciana and John Roselli had worked hard (if illegally) to heel the wards in Chicago for Joe Kennedy so that J.F.K could win the Presidency. The promise was made and the brothers went against the Mob with a vengeance, That alone was enough to get him killed. It was Lyndon Johnson that was the one who gained the most of course. He was on his way to possible jail over the Texas grain deals he had made a fortune on before the hit. He was able thereafter to talk the Senate out of their bringing him up on charges after that with the help of his buddy J. Edger Hoover.

Today as I look at the Presidents since J.F.K. I guess he was not all that bad and certainly did not deserve a death sentence for his shortcomings. So that is what I write about. It will be with a bit of a look at the Carnivals, The Mercenaries adventures, a few notes from the Alphabet Agency's and their agents, Circus types and some other misfits in the mainstream of life. So on with the show. Enter into the worlds I knew and lived. If nothing else it will show a different lifestyle. I call this book "THE MEN THAT DON'T FIT IN" I stole the title from Robert Services poem of that same name as it fits most of the characters herein. Most of us were out to save the world, However we made a wrong turn by joining with those that would enslave it and us all. It was hard then as it is now to tell beforehand 'which is which. This
is the Carnival connection to the John F. Kennedy killing. It is as I lived it.

Roderick A. MacKenzie
Roderick A. MacKenzie, III
Somewhere warm and safe, Mabie!
ALL GOOD STORIES START WITH "ONCE UPON A TIME", THIS ONE WILL BE NO DIFFERENT. SO HERE GOES, "ONCE UPON A TIME A CHILD WAS BORN. IT WAS 22 DECEMBER IN 1934 IN NEW ENGLAND. THE GREAT DEPRESSION WAS OVER AND THE YOUNG PARENTS AFTER A NUMBER OF CONTROLLED ABORTIONS HAD DECIDED TO HAVE THIS CHILD. I WAS BORN IN LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS AT ST. JOSEPHS HOSPITAL AND THE FIRST 5 YEARS WERE THAT OF A HAPPY CHILD LIVING WITH THE STRIVING PARENTS AND AN WELL ESTABLISHED GRANDFATHER WHO WAS A MASTER PRINTER. 74 GRAND STREET WAS A LARGE HOUSE OWNED BY HYMAN HYMES AND HIS SON ISADORE. HYMAN HAD ESCAPED RUSSIA AND THE HATRED AGAINST THE JEW WITH A BIT OF THE WEALTH THAT HAD BEEN HIS FAMILY'S THERE. HE WAS A VERY NICE OLD MAN WITH THE LOOK AND THE MUSTACHE OF OLD JOE STALEN WHO HAD CAUSED HIS MISERIES. HE HAD BEEN IN THE RUSSIAN CZARS WHITE ARMY AS AN OFFICER AND THINGS HAD NOT GONE WELL FOR HIM AT ALL AFTER KARANSKI HAD TAKEN OVER.


THAT'S NOT THE WORST, THE BIG BLADES OF THE SIEBOLD CUTTER WERE PLACED AGAINST THE WALL WHERE ANYONE COULD STUPIDLY RUN INTO THEM OR KNOCK THEM DOWN AND THERE WAS HOT LEAD BOILING AWAY TOO FOR POURING INTO TYPE MOLDS. OF COURSE KEROSENE, GASOLINE AND OTHER GOODIES OF HIGH FLAMMABILITY WERE USED AS CLEANERS AND THERE WAS CARBON TETRACHLORIDE FOR CLEANING THAT SMELLED QUITE NICE, THIS WAS KNOWN AS THE KILLER OF TAILORS, SMILE. YES THE PRINT SHOP I WAS BROUGHT UP IN WOULD TODAY BE CONSIDERED A PLACE OF DISASTER FOR A CHILD OR GROWNUP AS WELL. FOR ME I CONSIDERED IT A PLAY PLACE OF WONDERMENT. THE TIMES WERE VERY DIFFERENT AND WE WERE MORE CAREFUL AND LESS LAWSUIT HAPPY. THE INSURANCE BUSINESS WAS
not in control of our daily lives to their great profiting. My years in that house were wonderful. The hall closet with all the wonderful volumes that the family had discarded after reading from the full wall of bookcases in the vast living room was a place I spent hours in. I went to school at the Smith Street School and learned what they taught though I was far from the best student they ever had.

I was a Printers Devil of the old school at an early age. The shop in the house printed Vinegar and Catsup Labels and stationary and the freebee Presbyterian Churches other printings. We printed stationeries, business cards, Funeral & Wedding stuff, pads of paper with names on them and all sorts of things a small print shop does. There was a potato chip guy Joe Schenley that had his waxed bags printed in our shop too, I always got free chips when he came. Grandpa mixed powdered sugar in the printing ink and actually cooked the printed cards or paper in the large kitchen stove oven to raise the ink in what was commonly called engraved printing. I got a very nice education in that house.

Shortly before World War II, Grandpa took to writing a baseball column in the paper he was foreman and master printer for downtown, "The Billerica News." He called himself "Diamond Dust Al." He did this for many many years as baseball was his passion and we had box seats at all the Boston Braves Games as much as I detested sports of the ball types. The Second World War would change everyone's lives in America and we were no different. My world was rocked when my father took a job in the Fore River Ship Yard before the war started in South Boston. We moved from Grand Street to first the So. Boston Housing Project and I went to a very nasty school called Loretta Crockett School. From there it was to The Huntington Ave. Housing Project and that was much better. Grandpa came to see us on weekends and that was great. The rest of the week I attended the Lowell School on Huntington Ave. and got on pretty well. I had become friends with a Jewish boy Bora Lavine whose parents owned a bakery. The Irish kids beat him up and I became his protector, I could scrap quite well and I guess that was my first protection racket, smile and for sweet rolls and turnovers.

There were some early escapades with the girls in Jamaica Plain too. There was Hildergarade at the Childrens Museum and though erections were yet to come, I found out the wonders of fondeling and tasting the sweetness of feminine softness. I had been caught earlier at the So. Boston Project with my face inbetween little Priscillas legs in a laundry room in the basement of the projects. This would not be the only time in this life that I would be so
compromised. I learned early that I loved the female wonders completely. Jamaica Plain had a large Shoe Factory right behind the project and I haunted that place, more scents of memory, Shoe blues and leather, real leather. I had lots of scraps for art projects too as I was and always would be quite artistic and innovative. The Children's Museum was a haven for me and I endeared myself to the staff through my slight knowledge of natural history projects. My Grandfather had instilled a lot of natural science in my mind as we had many walks and trips of such and then there was our relative that owned the largest wild animal farm other than public zoos in the U.S.A. Benson's Wild Animal Farm was at Hudson New Hampshire and was the Governments Ellis Island for wild animals coming into the U.S. and going out too.

World War Two ended and we stayed a while longer in Jamaica Plain, Then my parents bought a very nice house at 80 Sladen Street in Dracut, Massachusetts. This was the country for this now cityified boy. An Uncle had given me a Raliegh racing bike that I could just barely reach the peddles on, I really loved this bike and went all over on it. My new school was Parker Avenue School and was a large brick square building. I got on a.k. there but was into it always with Coach Murphy who wanted me to participate in ball sports which I flat refused to do. There was a problem with a big bully type that I always felt the Coach inspired. Butch Garlant was the Police Chief's kid and the football star of the 7th grade. I would not join the team and Butch and other teamsters would "Get me" after school, Two times beat up was enough for me and I caught Butchie alone walking thru the woods and with a heavy branch I broke both his lower leg bones and left the prick there. It was a well traveled path and soon other kids discovered him.

I suppose this was the first time that I realized that I had to keep my mouth shut no matter what. My father was brought into it all, The school principal was into it, and worst of all Butchies old man the Police Chief had me. No matter I kept denying that I had anything to do with the big kids beating and consequent broken legs. It worked and after that no one bothered me about joining teams of any sort. I liked the Y.M.C.A. gym and swimming and even once let the damned Presbyterians use me a season in the basket ball team there though I detested it. I could climb anything, Trees were mine to conquer and I loved to swim, swim, swim. From the first ice break in the spring I was in the creeks and Beaver Brook as well as the Canals that were all over Lowell with their dangerous and swift currents. In the winters (summers too) the Y.M.C.A. offered swimming for me as well, I was very good at it but again refused to be a competitor.
The summers presented a wonderful pastime for me and that was when my Uncle Matt Tremble took me to meet John T. Benson the curator of Benson's Wild Animal Farm, The strangest farm on earth. Benson was a far cousin of ours and I took to him immediately as I did to the wonders of the farm itself. There were Circus people, Carnival Folk, Wild Animals from the world over, an aura of mysteries yet to be solved and explored. My summers there are wonderful to relive even to this time of life. My first job was as a soda jerk in stand one, I was noticed by Miss. Mable Stark the Tiger trainer and she got Benson to let me take care of the Avery and the bird population therein. My main job was clean up and the morning ritual of moving the Macaws and the Toucans as well as the sulfur crested Cockatoo to the upper concourse where they presented a grand spectacle as one entered the upper gate or wandered at the top yard. There were over 60 of these birds of every color. However the great Bald Eagle was the prim Dona of the flock in his center of the half circle green. It was this Eagle that near took off my finger by accident as I fed him a piece of meat. I still have no feeling in the tip of this finger.

The second summer at Benson's I was taken into hand by both Mable Stark & Joseph Arcaris the Cat Trainers at the farm. Joe trained the Lions and Miss. Stark the Tigers. They took me on and used me as the 'clean-up & care person' in both cat houses. I took to that job like the proverbial Vulture to Road Kill. The third season there Mable Stark had gone to Hollywood and Gobels Farm in Thousand Oaks, California. Joe Arcaris now trained both Tigers and Lions as well as a Chimpanzee Act. He decided to use me as the Worlds Youngest animal Presenter (Not Trainer) and had me in with baby bears and wolves. This was my first act as such and it was quite successful. My duties were large that summer, I cared for my animals and cut the horse meat for all the cats and when not doing that helped with moving my old wards the birds. There was a ticket girl named Shirley from Nashua that used to meet me evenings in the Maize in the lower yards and she was older and sexually wiser. It was my first time to use an erection and IT WAS GOOD! This went on even after I came back from the Army later. There was a situation where I again got caught in the sexual act. A kid named Boleo and I were up in the woods in Dracut in the Fall and two girls Helen and Barbra met us and showed us their cunts, Well we all took off our clothes and of course did the Nasty. While so occupied some hunter (we found out later) stole our clothes. So here we are bare assed in the woods with no clothes at noon. Well we had to wait till dark in the woods and then snuck the 2 miles home bare assed naked! Well we all made it home and into our houses but a day later it was all over the small minded town. The Bastard had taken the tale and the
box of clothes to the General store and the story was out. Helen's father came over and I got a hell of a whipping. There were several fun and games times with those two girls after that though at their houses and when my parents were out at mine. A lot of screwing was done in that town and at an early age. In particular for me there was the Milk man's wife who took me and showed me her wonders after he was out delivering the milk. She was very fat and loved oral pleasure. I worked early A.M. getting the milk ready. She would show me her fun spots and ample tits every day that winter as soon as he was on his rounds. There was a Mary and a Lillian from Parker ave. School too, so I had had fun early in life.

It all came to an end at 17 when I had had enough of Dracut's hypocrisy and got to join the Army and see the world. I had had a mishap at the High school and while with 4 others we broke into a school closet to steal some costumes for a Halloween prank, I was up in the cloakroom closet hanging down costumes and the candle got knocked over. There was a sort of whoomp explosion and I was on my arse among the others as the closet blazed. We all got out and did go call the fire in. I was caught as my hair and eyebrows were all singed to hell and back. The same police chief wanted my butt so it was with a lot of family strings pulled that it was deemed that at 16 I could join the National Guard with the stipulation that I would transfer to the U.S. Armed forces at age 17. This seemed to please everyone concerned though Chief Garland would rather have had me in the Home of The Angel Guardian, a so called Reform school for real bad boys. So on to war we go...
The town of Dracut and its small town atmosphere was prevailing upon me and I could hardly wait to go away. High School had become a bore. The other four kids that I had not "snitched out" were hardly grateful and actually started to stay away from me. I went through the ritual of appearing at the Armory on Westford & Grand Streets in Lowell for the National Guard Meets. I can not say it was wasted time as I learned a little of marching and weapons that came in handy in the real Army. I was in Baker Co of the 182 nd Regiment in the First Army. I guess it was a Regimental Combat Team but am not sure. It was a very old Regt. Steeped in Colonial history.

The day came for me to get up before anyone else and leave at 5 a.m. for the Boston Navy yard. Uncle Billy Bell who had been a Col. In the O.S.S. took me in his spiffy little M.G. there and left me with all sorts of information. The lines and waiting once I got there were long and if it was not someone lifting my balls or looking up my asshole it was a line for something else. That whole day was like that. Half the time in the nude. I never minded being naked as I had swam in the nude in the Y.M.C.A. & the Canals among lots of other boys. There was no thoughts of homosexuality there it was just accepted that you got naked to swim. There were a lot of modest guys that had to keep their hands over their privates though. Me I just did not care.

The procto shit (smile) was no fun though and those bastards were rough. I passed all the tests as at 17 I was in great shape if a bit skinny, I weighed in at 150 lbs. not much over what was required. My baby face was not at all an asset. That day over, they put us in a hotel in Boston and fed us, I slept well knowing that I had been accepted, at least physically. It was a cold snowing morning at 5:00 A.M. that the bastards got us up and formed a makeshift formation of the platoon I was with to go to the bus. The O.O. bus was marked "Repel. Depot. Ft. Devens." We were herded on it by a corporal and given our papers to present where we were going. It was freezing that March 3 rd 1952 morning. The Bus was cold too, No one had cared enough to warm it up. We got to Ft. Devens and were herded to more lines in the slush at the camp among wood barracks that seemingly we were not to enter. The group I was in was marched into a large quonset hut and it turned out to be a supply depot. There I got a duffle bag was relieved of my civilian clothes completely and now wore army fatigues and a warm W.W. II great coat and buckle top boots of the same vantage. All were uncomfortable and soon the boots were saturated with the
SLUSH AND MUSH THAT KEPT COMING DOWN FROM THE SKY IN BIG
FLAKES.

SHOTS WERE NEXT AND THERE WAS A LOT OF THEM; MY TEETH
WERE LOOKED AT AND I WAS GIVEN A NOTATION IN MY PAPERS THAT
WORK MUST BE DONE ON THEM. BY THEN COLD WAS IN MY BONES AND
IT WAS TO BE THAT WAY UNTIL I LEFT FT. DEVENS AND THE SNOW
NEVER STOPPED. FINALLY WE GOT PUT IN A BARRACKS FOR THE NIGHT
AND WERE TOLD WHERE AND WHAT TIME TO GO TO THE REPLACEMENT
MESS FOR CHOW. THE FOOD WAS GOOD THOUGH A LOT OF GUYS
COMPLAINED. SLEEP CAME EASY THAT NIGHT ONLY TO BE BLASTED
AWAY WITH A WHISTLE AND ARMY GUYS TURNING OVER BUNKS WHEN
ONE WOULD NOT GET UP. IT WAS A NEW WAY OF LIFE. I GOT THE IDEA
AFTER THAT FIRST BED TURNOVER AND NEVER HAD TROUBLE AFTER
THAT WHEN THE WHISTLE WENT OFF AT 4 OR FIVE A.M. I SLEEPILY
HEADED FOR THE LATRINE AND EVEN THOUGH I DID NOT NEED TO
SHAVE, AS IT WAS REQUIRED. NOW I HAD NO MORE PEACH FUZZ.

EVERY DAY WAS A CARBON COPY OF THE ONE BEFORE AFTER
THE INITIAL SHOCKS. WE WERE HERDED IN Platoons OUTSIDE THE
BARRACKS AND STOOD IN THE SNOW AND SLUSH ALL DAY EXCEPT FOR
ALLOTTED MEAL TIMES AND WAITED, WAITED, WAITED. EACH MORNING A
SMALL MUSCULAR SGT. WOULD GET UP AND YELL, "WHO WANTS TO
BECOME A PINEAPPLE?" I OF COURSE WAS CURIOUS AND ASKED A
GUYS THAT WAS OLDER AND REENLISTING WHAT THIS GUYS WANTED. THIS
GUYS, ALL OF 21 YEARS OLD, TOLD ME, "DON'T PUT UP YOUR HAND FOR
THAT, HELL THEM GUYS WILL GO TO HAWAII FOR THEIR BASIC TRAINING
BUT THE REST OF US WILL STAY NEAR HOME AND BE AT CAMP
DRUMM." WELL MY MIND DID A FAST CALCULATION, "SNOW, SLEET,
NEAR HOME VS SUNSHINE, HULA GIRLS, NO SNOW AND SHIT I
WANTED TO GET AS FAR FROM HOME AS POSSIBLE," IT WAS A
NOBRAINER... UP WENT MY HAND AND I WAS CALLED UP TO THE
ORIENTAL SGT. HE TOLD ME I WOULD HAVE TO GO TO BASIC AT
HAWAII AND AFTER THAT AGREE TO BECOME A RANGER, WHATEVER
THAT WAS, AND THAT TRAINING WAS IN HAWAII TOO. HELL THAT
WAS FINE BY ME," THE FROZEN WET FOOTTED KID FROM DRAGUT THAT
HAD ONLY BEEN AS FAR AS BOSTON. NOW I HAD TO TAKE A SPECIAL
PHYSICAL TESTING TO QUALIFY.

TO THE POST GYM, HELL'S BELLS A WARM PLACE, THERE WERE
ONLY 6 OF US THAT VOLUNTEERED TO LEAVE THE FROZEN
WASTELANDS OF MASSACHUSETTS IN MARCH TO GO TO PARADISE ???
The P.T. WAS MOSTLY CLIMBING ROPES AND RUNNING AS WELL AS
PUSH UPS TILL YOU DROPPED, THE 6 BECAME 3, I WAS O.K. AS I HAD
ALWAYS CLIMBED AND HAD SWIMMERS MUSCLES, I PASSED ON EVERY
COUNT EVEN THE PUSHERS AND THE DUCK WALK. IMMEDIATELY LIFE
GOT BETTER, WE WERE HOUSED IN A NICE WARM BARRACKS WITH A
NUMBER OF GUYS WAITING TO GO TO HAWAII FOR BASIC TOO. THEY
HAD BEEN BROUGHT HERE FROM OTHER REPLACEMENT DEPOTS ALL
OVER THE EAST COAST AND AS SOON AS THERE WERE 40 OF US WE
WOULD LEAVE FOR HAWAII. WE WERE PRETTY MUCH LEFT TO GO TO THE
Service Club, Movie etc as long as we made the morning and evening count and Sgt. Eing was a pretty nice guy though he required strict following of the few rules he gave us.

The day came that we were off to Hawaii, First was the bus ride to the Airport and my first plane trip on United Airlines. Our Group was split into 4 persons each with one in command and we were allotted flights to San Francisco. We carried our papers with us and on getting to S.F. we were taken on a bus to Oakland Army Base and then Cp. Stoneman Replacement Depot. It was a big mess and we had to find our way around, Put in a Barracks with guys going and coming from the Far East as well as the war in Korea we had to keep an eye on the bulletin board several times an hour to see if our orders had been cut. I never saw any of the guys I started out with again. I am sure they went to H.I.T.C. just like me but were in different company's etc. Finally after three weeks I saw my name and reported to the assembly room. More tests and soon I was assigned to be on a ship the next day called the U.S.S. Gen. Hause, I made all the required moves and with a long line of other troopers with duffle bags on shoulders we went up the never ending gang planks to this monolith of a gray floating hulk.

The ship stunk of diesel fumes, the gray color everywhere and crowded conditions stank worse and assigned a laced piece of canvas called a bunk I was to find myself on a duty roster. Hell I was really sea sick and mopping and K.P. were not what I wanted. I headed for the front of the ship and was never in my bunk that whole 2 and a half weeks. I guess I tried to eat a couple of times but most of the time I looked out the big anchor holes at where we were going. I only made that mopping detail and no others. Punishment?, It seemed when I showed at the end of the trip at my bunk no one had even missed me ??

It was the duffle bags on the shoulders again and the long gangplanks a guy in front of you a guy in back,, going down, down, down the precarious swinging and swaying suspended gangplanks. Geez it was hot, We from northern climes were still in our Olive Drabs the winter wool clothes made it worse. Finally at the bottom of the planks we were put into groups, Another small muscular Sgt. was calling for those guys that were to be Rangers... So here we were and a Band played and we had got leys from hula girls on arrival at the bottom of the gangplanks plus a kiss on the cheek too. Wow I was off that Fuckin Ship and actually in Paradise,,,Wasn't I ? We were there in formation for hours as large Lorries took all the others off that gray hell to differing destinations. Finally this Sgt. Of Oriental heritage gets us into a platoon formation of sorts. Are we to be
loaded on Lorries like the others were? Hell No, We and several other Platoons are to run and march the whole 32 miles to Schofield Barracks where the Hawaiian Infantry Training Center is. A groan and especially from us in the wool dress.

"If you fall out or can't make it for any reason, you will be back on a ship like the one you came off and go back stateside for Basic of a lesser type", says the Lt. who is in charge. Well the run (double time) and march then double time again went on forever it seemed. A lot of guys did drop out and they did go back on that damned boat. Not for me, I was on terra firma and I did not need that navy shit. How I made it I'll never know but I did. When we got to the white gates of Schofield we were down to a third of the guys that got off the boat. This was my first taste of what Ranger Basic at Schofield Bks. Was all about.

After settling in in these beautiful cement quadrangled 3 story bldgs. with gigantic porches looking out over the parade grounds We were assigned bunks and lockers, paraded to supply and given a "Flying $20.00" and told where and what to do. I pulled K.P. right away. Otherwise on our time off the lovely post was on limits for us. The theater, Service club, An Olympic sized pool with a high pedestal were all ours to use and the grounds were beautiful, Tropical gardens. I loved my time off and though in all the time there I only took 3 passes off post it indeed was paradise. However the down side was you were got up at 4:00 A.M. you had to be ready for whatever misery they had planned for you that day until 5:00 P.M. when in barracks and 24 hours a day when in the field which was a good 2/3 of the time. We learned to march pretty, we learned all sorts of infantry weaponry & we did calisthenics all the time when not doing studies or whatever. They had little time and a lot of us were headed for Korea and that meant WAR so they were trying to whip us into shape so we would not be killed and especially would not get our fellow soldiers killed.

Days we went into the field it was pretty much a routine as was all else. We got up early (3:30 A.M.) instead of 5:00 A.M., Then after our bout with the latrine and a good breakfast we had reveille and then off to the long 10 mile run from our Quadrangle to East Garrison the area where all field tile. Was done. There was a break when the lorries took us down into a canyon and up the other side on a half hour zig zag road that one was sure they were going to drive off the side to a long drop. The red dirt never got out of ones clothes. This was the same later in Ft. Bragg, N.C. too. We who lasted (and there were DROP OUTS every day) were in very good shape. We had not got to this "Ranger stuff" yet
either. Talk was that it was rougher yet, But how could it be ???

Basic Training is just that, All soldiers to be are supposed to go through training in INFANTRY tactics and weapons before going on to their specialty IF they have one. A cook has to take this tng. A M.P. had to take it as do all soldiers in the U.S. army. Secondary training in other specialties come after Basic. Infantrymen just go to Infantry units after Basic. I was to be a RANGER and that training was at East Garrison and was quartered in quonset huts out in the boon docks. So after 5 days off and while most of the others in our Co. (The 42n nd) went to other schools we the Ranger Platoon joined 3 other platoons in East Garrison that had trained in other Quadrangles & Cos.

I had had one leave for a day to Honolulu and got laid and tattooed on Hotel Street. The sex in a whorehouse was lousy though I felt bad for the girl that had such a lousy job and the use of a rubber was lousy. THE TATTOO WAS THE SAME ONE Grandpa Rule had of an Eagle on a branch on my left forearm. When I got back I got 4 days K.P. for destroying Govt. Property. That was my body being tattooed.

The 5 days I spent at a private home that rented rooms to G.I.s on leave in a town called Waikawa. There was an older woman that ran the place and she liked me, We did a lot of fucking, She was probably 45 and no rubber was used, she taught me the wonders of anal sex and I in turn ate her and she claimed that had never been done before ? Her name was Noi and for a year or so we wrote one another, then it died off ? One of the many persons in this life that I later wondered where they ended up or where they are now. I now knew Oriental women were very nice, I would see her 2 times more. She also saw me off to the Far East when I left Hawaii.

Ranger Training was tougher and we hardly could believe it. There were penalty's for everything, too slow a salute to an officer got you 20 push ups, saluting too early got you 20 and you never did it right it was the same with everything. The guys that smoked pretty much quit during the tng. It was a thing that got a lot of people killed in fighting zones as tobacco smell is a give away to the enemy.

I had never taken to smoking even though the whole family was into it. They liked tea too but I never liked it either. We learned a lot of hand to hand combat from oriental instructors that gave no name to their martial art but made each of us able to react in swift deadly CONTROLLED action in given situations and aggression. Knife work and Explosives training as well as amphibious and small boat assault were part of all this. The worst I had to deal with was the day they put me in a 30 " corrugated pipe with a flashlight and a
FULL FIELD PACK A RIFLE AND CANTEEN AND SAID "GO FORTH TILL YOU COME OUT" THEY DID NOT TELL ME THAT IT SNAKED THROUGH THE DIRT SOME QUARTER OF A MILE. OF COURSE THEY WERE ABLE TO TALK TO YOU WITH YOUR WALKI TALKI BUT IT WAS BAD. OH YES THERE WAS A GUY IN FRONT AND A GUY IN BACK. THEY DID PIPE AIR IN THERE.

I GOT THROUGH THE BASIC AND THE RANGER SCHOOL AND GOT THE DIPLOMAS PLUS THE BLACK TAB WITHOUT A CO. ON IT THAT SAID RANGER IN WHITE OUTLINED IN RED. I SPENT A LOVELY WEEK WITH NOI BEFORE I HAD TO REPORT TO THE REPLACEMENT DEPOT AT SCHOFFIELD AND WAS SHIPPED OUT NOT TO THE FAR EAST BUT BACK TO CP, STONEMAN FOR REASSIGNMENT TO THE FAR EAST.

Uggrrrahh That same fuckin ship and the same thing I did on the way over knowing I'd get away with it this time. I put 2 weeks at CP. Stoneman and was offered time to go home however had no desire to do so. My parents were not all that close and if I went I would only care to see my Sister and Grandfather. I did not need being paraded like my mother would have loved to do at the church and so on. I got some civilian clothes and saw San Francisco for that 2 weeks. I was a bit frightened as I had heard the stories from the combat veterans returning at Stoneman. Of course a lot of it was bullshit designed to scare us on our way over. It worked. Some went A.W.O.L. but I just got on another damn ship and took the longer nastier, sicker trip to Camp Drake Japan and the Repel Depot there.
Leaving Hawaii and the delights of Nol was not pleasant but one has little choice in matters of military might in one’s life. The trip to San Francisco was the same as the one to Hawaii. Nasty, Sickening and the smell of diesel fuel is the more prominent memory. I had crossed the International date line twice and was back in the Z.I.. After the leave to San Francisco and learning (illegally) that drink makes one drunk I was back at Stoneman awaiting orders. Every day and night I’d go to the mess that provided steak for those returning from Korea, I was not supposed to do that but it was easy, just get in line. The lines were long but the meal top class. I got orders and on another damn Troop Transport for the now mundane if disgusting trip across the Pacific. Hawaii, (No getting off) The Marshall Islands (No getting off their either) and then one day a lifetime later Japan.

We got off in Tokyo and were put on a train to Camp Drake. It was the Repel, Depot thing all over again. Lines of waiting, more shots, now the food was lousy, The unit processing us was the J.L.C. (JAPANESE Logistical Command) I was slated to go to Korea and soon found myself on a C-46 being ferried there. Landing in a makeshift airport I and a bunch of other young kids were divided by where we were going. There were few barracks and we shared our shelter halves with one another. I was to go to a unit designated as the 8th Ranger Co. This was with the 21st Infantry and was soon to be disbanded. All Ranger Units were either all ready disbanded or soon to be. I was sent to Song Wan to the unit, at the time I got there the Co. was platoon and a half sized. They had taken a lot of hits in the month before. The hollow eyes told the story. That night I was sent on patrol with 7 others who were old hands. We saw combat, but made it back with only one man slightly wounded. This was my first but not last action of such nastiness. I will not go into the combat situations I saw in the tour but I will say that it was one hell of a way for a High School drop out to grow up.

The Ranger Co. was disbanded and I went to Co. G, of the 21st Infantry Regt. That was the 24th Division. They did not need the new recruits so I was put on a truck and sent T.D.Y. to a unit called The United Nations Partisan Forces in Korea (U.N.P.F.I.K.) It was a very unorganized Unit and we took KOREAN SAPPERS AND Spys to behind the line places and waited for them to return from their missions, This was pretty scary stuff as many of these people were turncoats that would turn again as soon as they got where they were going. It was dangerous to be waiting for their return as you never knew if they would be setting you up. We worked in 2
AND 3 MAN UNITS AND MOST WERE EITHER AIRBORNE FROM THE 187
TH R.C.T. OR EX RANGERS LIKE MYSELF. IT WAS AN ELITE UNIT AND
ONE HAD TO HAVE SELF MOTIVATION, CUNNING AND SOME GUTS TO BE
THERE. THERE WERE A FEW FIRE FIGHTS AND A TIME I THOUGHT I
WON'T MAKE IT BACK TO THE LINES. I HAD GOTTEN SEPARATED AND
CAPTURED. THE LINE OF US MARCHING NORTH ON THE ONLY ROAD IN
THAT AREA WAS LONG AND MOST OF THESE GUYS HAD THROWN IN THE
TOWEL. I LASTED BEING PRODDED WITH BAYONETS ABOUT AN HOUR ON
THAT P.O.W. SHIT. I HAD NOTICED THAT SOME GUYS JUST KEELLED
OVER AND FELL OFF TO THE ROADSIDE. THESE GUYS WERE DISPATCHED
BY BAYONET IMMEDIATELY. NO PERCENTAGE THERE AND I SAW A
CHANCE AS THE GUARD NEAREST ME WAS 40 FEET AHEAD, THE ONE IN
BACK I COULD NOT SEE THE SNOW WAS COMING DOWN SO HARD. I
JUST FELL OFF THE SIDE OF THE ROAD AND WENT CRASHING TO THE
VALLEY BELOW AND STAYED THERE DEEP IN THE SNOW. I MADE A SORT
OF SMALL CAVE. IT WAS COLD BUT STILL NOT SO COLD AS IT WAS
OUTSIDE THE 6 FOOT DRIFTS.

I HAVE NO IDEA HOW LONG I STAYED THERE IT COULD HAVE
SEEN MINUTES OR IT COULD HAVE BEEN A DAY. I WENT OUT THE NEXT
THING I KNEW AND SURVIVAL KICKED IN. I COULD TELL NORTH FROM
SOUTH AND FOR AT LEAST ONE NIGHT AND DAY I HEADED SOUTH
WEST. I FINALLY HEARD AMERICAN VOICES AND CAME OUT OF THE
VALLEY I WAS IN BUT THE BASTARDS STARTED SHOOTING AT ME.
THERE WAS THIS RARE BIG LOG THERE AND I WAS BEHIND IT AS THEY
YELLED AT ME FOR A FUCKIN PASSWORD AND PUNCTUATED IT WITH
SHOTS FROM THEIR M-1S AND CARBINES. FINALLY THEY WANTED TO
KNOW ABOUT BALLPLAYERS AND HELL I KNEW NOTHING ABOUT SPORTS
WITH BALLS IN EM. THEY WOULD SHOOT EVERY TIME I COULDN'T
ANSWER. FINALLY A HALF TRACK WITH QUAD FIFTY CAL. MACHINE GUNS
PULLED UP AND A GUN BLAZED AT THE LOG SCARING THE SHIT OUT OF
ME. I STOOD UP LIKE AN IDIOT AND YELLED A STRING OF CUSSES
WORDS THAT WOULD MAKE ANY MASTER SG.T. PROUD. SOME ASSHOLE ABOUT
MY AGE YELLED O.K., O.K. SO YOU ARE AN AMERICAN. THEY LET ME IN
OUR SIDE OF THE M.L.R.. IT WAS A PATROL FROM THE 7TH DIVISION.
I WAS TOO HAPPY TO BE BACK FROST BIT TOES AND ALL TO BE PISSED.
THEY PUT ME IN THE HALF TRACK AND I GUESS I PASSED OUT AS THE
NEXT THING I KNEW I WAS IN A M.A.S.H. UNIT WITH MY FEET IN COLD
WATER THAWING OUT. A MONTH LATER I WAS SENT BACK TO MY UNIT
BUT THEY HAD BEEN ALL BUT DISBANDED TOO AND WERE ON KOJE
ISLAND. THEY SENT ME T.O.Y. (TEMP. DUTY) TO THE 187TH
AIRBORNE R.C.T. THEY HAD NO USE FOR ME AS I WAS NOT JUMP
TRAINED SO THEY SENT ME TO BEPPU, JAPAN TO THEIR LOUSY
PARACHUTE (3 JUMP) QUALIFICATION COURSE. THUS TRAINED I PUT A
FEW MONTHS WITH THEM IN KOREA.

MY TIME WAS UP FOR KOREA AND I GOT SENT TO THE 24TH
DIVISION THAT I WAS SUPPOSED TO BE WITH IN THE FIRST PLACE.
GOOD OLD CO. "G" WAS AT CAMP SCHIMMELPHENNING, IN SENDAI,
JAPAN. THIS WAS NORTH ON THE ISLAND OF HONSHU. MORE FUCKING
SNOW. HOWEVER THE POST WAS VERY NICE. SENDAI WAS A NICE CITY
AND I LIKED THAT POST. I TRAINED WITH THAT UNIT IN ALL THE MOCK
BATTLES FOR A MOUNTAIN RANGE CALLED O-JO-JA-HARA THAT GOT
FUGHT OVER ON A STEADY BASIS. IT WAS LIKE EAST GARRISON HAD
BEEN IN HAWAII ONLY SEASONAL. I MADE SGT. AND FOUND A VERY
BEAUTIFUL GIRL FROM THE GENERALS OFFICE IN CAMP SENDAI AND WE
LIVED OFF POST; I WAS PROBABLY IN LOVE AS SHE WAS LOVELY, SMART
AND VERY SWEET. A SEXUAL DEGENERATE IN BED BUT A PURE LADY
ELSEWHERE. MANY WONDERFUL TIMES WERE HAD IN HER COMPANY.
THERE WAS A MOCK AIRBORNE RAID ON MASAWA AIR FORCE BASE IN
THE WINTER ON HOKKAIDO THE ISLAND NORTH OF HONSHU WHICH THE
24TH AND 187TH COMBINED FORCES ON. WE WERE SIGHTED BY THE
A.F. AS SOON AS THE PLANES DEPARTED AND THEY WERE READY FOR
US WITH LOADED WEAPONS. IT WAS A MIRACLE WE WERE NOT SHOT
OUT OF THE SKY.

THERE WAS A SECOND AMPHIBIOUS TNG. (FOR ME) WITH THE
24TH AND IT WAS MUCH WORSE IN THE CHOPPY AND COLD WATERS OF
MATSUSHIMA BAY. THIS WAS DIVISION STUFF AND ONE OF THE LAST
BIG AMPHIBIOUS TRAININGS OF THE KOREAN WAR ERA. ONE DAY
KAZUE CAME IN WITH TEARS AND TOLD ME I WAS GOING BACK TO
KOREA. THE 24TH HAD BEEN ACTIVATED FOR COMBAT AGAIN. WE
WENT AND I WAS PRETTY MUCH THE OLDEST GUY IN ROTATIONAL
NUMBERS IN OUR CO. SO AFTER 4 MONTHS THERE I WAS SENT BACK
TO JAPAN TO SENDAI AND THE XVI CORPS TO WORK IN CAMP
SCHIMMELPHENNINGS SERVICE CLUB. I LIVED IN BLISS AGAIN WITH
KAZUE AND TRIED TO MARRY HER. MY PARENTS WENT BALLISTIC AND
THE RED CROSS INTERFERED AS DID A CONGRESSWOMAN. IT COULD
NOT BE DONE. KAZUE KILLED HERSELF AS SHE FELT DISGRACED. I
WAS HURT DEEPLY OVER THIS ONE. THERE HAS BEEN NO FORGIVENESS
FOR MY MOTHER AND FATHER TO THEIR DEATHS AND ITS STILL THAT
WAY IN THIS QUARTER. I STILL SEE KAZUE TAKUDA IN MY DREAMS AND
daydreams. SOON THEREAFTER I WENT STATESIDE (Z.I.) WAS PUT IN A
UNIT CALLED THE 278TH R.C.T. AT FT. DEVENS, MA. AS IT WAS SOON
to BE ORGANIZED INTO A SPECIAL UNIT CALLED THE 74TH R.C.T.
WHICH WAS AN OLD RANGER AND SPECIAL FORCES UNIT OF W.W. II
ORIGIN. I WAS WITH THIS UNIT TO THE END OF MY TIME IN THE ARMY.
WE TRAINED IN FT. BRAGG, N.C. WITH THE 508TH ABN. R.C.T. AND
THE NEWLY FRAMED SPECIAL SERVICES FORCE A SISTER UNIT CALLED
THE 77TH GP. LATER THE 7TH SPECIAL FORCES GP. MY LAST POST
WAS AT CP. NATURAL BRIDGE AT WEST POINT, NEW YORK. (U.S.M.A.)
WE WERE AGGRESSORS
DISCHARGE FROM THE ARMY, PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

DISCHARGE DAY FOR ROD MACKENZIE, 2ND
Now What ???

I had been SEPERATED, that's not a DISCHARGE, in other words you get to do 5 years with the Army Reserve Inactive, so actually they still have you to an extent. I had gone to work before I got out with a Tree Co. on my 30 day pre-separation leave. Amalia Tree Co. at Andover, Ma. Had hired and trained me in taking down trees. The Elm Blight was at its peak and I took to this work very well. I did not like living at home and was not interested in working at Benson's with room and board as the place had changed hands and I just did not feel the same as I had under Benson.

The Tree work was paying great but it was just too close to home and I decided to extend in the Army for a year. With this I could go to Medic Training and that would make it so I could enter 3 year nursing school and only have to do a year practical training to get R.N. Credits. I went to Ft. Sam Houston, Texas to Brooke Army Hospital, Brooke Army Medical Ctr. At Ft. Sam Houston, it was a 3 month course and then I was stationed at Letterman Army Hospital at the Presidio of San Francisco, California. 6th Army. I worked as a Surgical Technical Nurse there. It was a nice post and I contemplated reenlisting for 6 years but found out I would be sent to a line Infantry Unit if I did. So I took my Separation again.

I had been hanging out at a little bar called the El Rancho and was very good friends with the Bar Owner Bill Herzog. When we talked of my getting out he introduced me to Barney Gould a newsman for the Chronicle. Barney had brought a Ferry Boat from Seattle and beached it on Aquatic Park ocean front at the foot of Van Nyes Ave. and the City fathers were having a tizzie over it. It was being watched over by 2 guys but he needed a person for the Midnight to morning shift. I knew one of the fellows that was the second shift watch a Bill Morgan. We had drank a few beers at Herzog's before and once he took me over to Sally Rand's for drinks in Sausalito. He knew her and introduced me to both her and her husband. I was offered a room that I could make into an apt on the ship free and a small salary. I could work elsewhere too. So when I got out of the Army I took it.

Well I did not take too long in learning that Morgan had other irons in the fire. Peter the other guy and day watch was a Lush and was just there. Morgan was doing burglaries for mob connected people. He was always flush with cash and he let me know he could use me as well in these endeavors. I was not above an dishonest dollar and the fact that we were supposed to have protection from the Mob
sounded o.k. Barny was not wise to what we were up to and Peter was always too drunk to realize we were not kosher. That 6 or 8 months we hit a lot of places and I learned the art of peeling a safe and doing all the things a B&E guy does. It was exciting and we stashed a lot of money in the tires we kept in the old Chevrolet we had bought and parked a block away. One day Bill Herzog passed me a note when I went into the bar and sat down, with my change. "The two guys at the end of the bar are cops, There wise to you and Bill, They know about the boat, They want me to finger you both when you come in, Get out now!" I drank my beer and did just that, It was pretty hairy passing those two detectives knowing they were waiting for us. I went to the boat warned Bill and we went to a bar called the Scottish Tavern on Turk St. and mulled what to do over. We decided to get out after talking with a Mob guy we worked with. We decided to drive to L.A. where Bill knew People.

While waiting in our car in the A.M. I saw the cops raid the Boat about 10:00 P.M. The fog was just coming in and soon it was in big time, one of those you can't see your hand in front of your face fogs. Bill came back from selling off our collected loot for cash with a small hand bag full of cash and that and the money in the spasres was a good amount. We drove right past the cops doing their thing with a bewildered Pete in cuffs. Out of town and south. It was two nights later we got to Canoga Park where Bill had several lady friends. We got laid and got a little action there as far as meeting local hoods went. I knew about Gobles Farm in Thousand Oaks, Ca. and we went over and saw Mable Stark. She was pretty old then and still doing her Tiger act there. She was in with the Movie People and we met Del J. Graham who was a trapeze artist. He had an all girl trapeze act and a place in Chatsworth, ca right bordering the Sphan Ranch that was a stunt and scenery acreage for westerns from the beginning of moviedom.

This was a beginning for me and both Morgan and I stayed there for 3 months till we met a guy in A.G.V.A. named Johnny Roselli. John was really big in Hollywood and put us onto some burglaries over in Las Vegas through a guy from Sacramento known as The Weasel. That was Jimmy Frattiano and he put us onto some big time jewel burglaries. We did 4 for them and the Mob moved the stuff we only got 35% but these were a piece of cake, everything was set up and there was no one in these estates. The alarms were easy as all we did was put a 38 round into the area transformer and blacked out the whole area. The alarms had no independent electrical source in those days. Las Vegas was fun too and I met a cuppla Honeys there for Morgan and I. One was a pretty hefty but good looking gal
BARTENDER AT A CASINO THE OTHER A DANGER. I LIKED THE FAT GAL
RIGHT AWAY, PROBABLY THOSE GIGANTIC BOOBS SHE HAD, SMILE. WE
MOVED INTO THEIR TRAILER WITH THEM AND I FOUND OUT THAT I
REALLY LIKED BIG WOMAN AND TO THIS DAY LOVE EM RUBENESQUE.

HEAT CAME OUR WAY WHEN A PARTY CAME HOME THE DAY
AFTER WE HAD HIT HIS PLACE. HE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE GONE FOR
THREE MONTHS BUT SOMETHING HAD HAPPENED. THE SET UP WAS
THROUGH THE CHAUFFEUR AND THE GUY HAD ROLLED OVER UNDER
POLICE PRESSURE. EVEN THOUGH HE NEVER SAW US HE HAD SOME
INFO AND THE MOBSTER BOSS WE HAD THOUGHT IT BEST WE SPLIT.
WHEN THOSE GUYS SUGGEST YOU DO SOMETHING ITS BEST YOU DO IT,
SMILE. WE HEADED OUT AND WENT TO NEW ORLEANS AND MET SOME
PEOPLE MORGAN KNEW THAT WERE INVOLVED IN ALL SORTS OF
INTRIGUE AND MERCENARY CRAP. THEY WORKED OUT OF A DETECTIVE
AGENCY ON CAMP STREET RUN BY AN EX F.B.I. MAN NAMED GUY
BANNISTER A REAL PRICK FIRST CLASS BUT A FRIEND OF BILLS. ALSO
WE WENT AND SAW A TOMATO SALES GUY BILL KNEW NAMED MARCELLO
AT SOME MOTEL IN THE BOONDOCKS HE OWNED. IT TURNED OUT THIS
GUY WAS A MAFIA DON. THERE WERE FUN AND GAME TIMES SPENDING
MONEY, DRINKING AND FUCKING AND RUNNING GUNS AND OTHER ITEMS
ALL OVER THE SOUTH FOR A WHILE THERE.

WE HAD BEEN BOUNCING ALL OVER NEW ORLEANS,
NACHADOCIOUS, BROWNSVILLE, HOUSTON, DALLAS, ARANAS PASS,
CORPUS CHRISTI, MORGAN CITY, SHRIVEPORT AND A LOT OF
SMALLER PLACES. WE WERE NOT UP TO MUCH GOOD EITHER AND I WAS
INTRODUCED TO A WHOLE NEW BUNCH OF EVERYTHING FROM GALS
WITH LOOSE MORALS TO SPIES, MERCENARIES, GOVT. GUYS,
SMUGGLERS, ILLEGAL BOOZE PROVIDERS AND SO MANY MORE. IT WAS
A TIME OF EYE OPENING FOR THIS YOUNG MAN. I TOOK SOME TIME OFF
ALL THIS AND WENT UP TO FAULKNER HOSPITAL IN JAMAICA PLAIN,
MASS. TO NURSING SCHOOL. I HAD MONEY AND THE G.I. BILL AND IN
LESS THAN A YEAR WAS LICENSED BY A STATE. OTHER THAN SCREWING
A BUNCH OF STUDENT NURSES AND A FEW R.N.S AT THAT TIME
NOTHING EXCITING HAPPENED THAT YEAR. I DID YEARN FOR THE
EXCITEMENT THOUGH AND HEADED SOUTH ONCE AGAIN. I HAD KEPT IN
TOUCH WITH MORGAN AND HE HAD GONE INTO CUBA AND GOT CAUGHT
UP IN SOME REVOLUTIONARY SHIT THERE WITH A STUDENT
REVOLUTIONARY GROUP. I WAS UN IMPRESSED BUT WHEN I GOT IN
WITH AN AERIAL ACT AND BROKE INTO WORKING A HIGH SWAY POLE I
WENT TO MIAMI AND HABANA WITH THEM, I MET WILLIAM MORGAN AT
SOME SUGAR PLANTATION AND GOT A LITTLE INVIGORATED IN HIS
CAUSE AS WELL. I LEFT THE ACT AND GOT A JOB THROUGH MENTION OF
JOHN ROSELLI FROM A GUY NAMED MC WILLIE IN A CASINO AS A
SERVICE BAR TENDER. IT WAS WHILE THERE I COUNTERFEITED A BUNCH
OF DOCUMENTS ON MY OWN FOR MORGANS BUNCH. I CAME TO NOTICE
BY THE BATISTA POLICIA AND WAS WARNED BY MC WILLIE THAT IF I
WANTED TO MAKE COUNTERFITS HE'D SET ME UP WITH A GUY THAT
COULD REALLY USE MY SKILLS.
MEETING MORGAN IN THE BOONDOCKS, CUBA 1959.
I never knew the guy other than by his first name (if it was real) and that was Abe. I did find out that he was with the Defense Intelligence Security Agency. Abe said he was going to be my handler and that he knew all about Morgan and my friendship. He wanted me to see Morgan and establish a link with his people which I was supposed to be one of, now??

How that had transpired was news to me but O.K., Did it pay anything? Did I have to train? Both were unanswered but I was given money sometimes. Abe came to me one day after the link to Morgan was well established and said "THE THEY" (D.I.A. that time) were sending me to school as my 3 suitcase I.D. kit had come to notice to a superior of his and that I would go to Ft. Detrich, Md, to school on counterfeiting. WOW! This was something,,, I did as I was told and went there and learned what they called "SEALS & FLAPPE" or how spies get their papers, I.D., and so on. It was very interesting and took the better part of a month before they gave me passage back to Miami and then Cuba. The Revolting Revelouciun had become a big deal and there were several factions out in the Mountains fighting to get Batista out of office. To me it seemed my handler Abe and his friends were playing all of these factions and the Govt. too waiting to see what happened. The Mob was upset too.

I was making trips to meets with Morgan at least once a month and now he was an officer like a general in this unit. Towards the end he warned that the other main revolutionary unit under the Castros and Guvera were going to turn Cuba into a Communist Country... I delivered and read that message and Abe gave it to his friends at the State Dept. I know that for a fact and that was well before the take over in July of Habana and Batistas skipping the sinking ship,,,

Piano and all. I left four days before the revolutionary take over. I understand that William Morgan now a General was the Mayor of Habana for one day till it was decided that you had to be born a native for govt. posts in the new govt. I had been put into tough with FRIENDS (of the Mob and the Agency and told that I would go to Miami and then New Orleans and make papers etc out of the office at 554 Camp St.
Katzenjamars Bar was the meeting place and Dave Ferrie would be my contact but I would answer to a man called only "Sailor" over at the Sailors bar and hotel where I would stay. It was just off Canal St, near Armory park. So started a new phase in my Cuban Affairs shenanigans. As far as I knew I was working under the auspices of the Department of Defense Intelligence and a Co. called Perminex that I signed a voucher from to Banister at Katzenjamas when I needed money or was paid. They were very secretive, The voucher was given to you in the bar and you signed it, The barmaid gave you the money and took it to a table where Banister gave her the same money amount for her register. YOU NEVER HAD THE
Voucher more than to sign it. It was on a Perminex Check type form though as I note those things having been well versed in those things. There were a few arms drops in the boondocks to Cuban mercenaries now that Castro had gone to N.Y.C. and declared Cuba communist. The Revolution was on again and Miami and New Orleans were hotbeds of intrigue. I did some wet work so to speak and some of it was flying to weird beach landings with eqpt. With Dave Ferrie and a pilot named Rogers who we will talk more of later. It was about this time that Sailor told me that they had better use for my talents. I was going to Chicago.
I had been in Chicago once before and had met a very nefarious character though at the time I did not know it. It had happened after an incident at Oklahoma State Fair where I worked that Swaying Pole for Atterbury & Hornbeck. The swaypole is a hundred and twenty feet of straight steel pole of 4' at the bottom to two and a half inches at the top. It is guyed out for the first 90 feet and there is 30 feet above that with free sway topped with what is called a "Gimmick". That is a section of 3' or so with 2 cross sections that the top one has ovals that your arms go through and a foot and a half below that is a second cross section with hand rests on them. This lets the acrobat do stunts like handstands without being catapulted off the pole as it sways. The Sky Kings of Atterbury and Hornbeck had 4 sway poles in tandem with 4 acrobats on them swaying in unison or against one another with cross overs all around. I worked one of these poles. It was easy for me after the Army and the Tree Co.

I had been to Cuba, Miami and St. Louis with the act and now Oklahoma State Fair. We were using the under the grandstand makeshift dressing area with the Hal Mc Intyre Band and other acts as well as the star Johnny Ray. It was the 3 rd day when I started getting notes from the semi deaf singer. He had the hots for me. Well at the time I had very little knowledge of homosexuality except to know I did not like the idea of men screwing or men kissing. Uggrraaah! Well it became a joke and I had a short fuse in those times. I stole the only Tux that the singer had off the rack and wrote the word FAG on the back of it in whitewash that was there. I know, it was a stupid thing to do but I did it. I then hung it well out of reach on the 40 foot guy lines for all to see in the early A.M. It did not go over well at all and Atterbury was called in from Mo. To deal with me. The singer went on without his Tux. A goon squad of 4 ruffies from the Carnival were hired to work me over by Atterbury and that they did BIG time. I had a cuppla broken ribs and a face that resembled a red cabbage.

I was told that I was to recoup in the trailer and that that was a lesson and that I could work after I got better. I was theirs!!! Fuck that... I had been dating (Fucking) a gal from the Cristian and La Monte Calypso Review, Calypso was the rage at the time. Melania was a tall long black haired beauty that did a Spanish Flamenco dance that Jose Grego would have admired. She and partner Blanquita Ximinez were a team and we're two very hot women. Of course they were as much Spanish as Wisconsin cheese is Swiss. Blanquita was from
Saganaw, Mi. and Malenia Montaro from N.Y.C., I had been screwing Malena from the first day at the fair when we met on the Grandstand. Anyway The Calypso Review was in a separate area on the Midway and I moved over there with them. Atterbury looked all over for me but I was nursed back by the girls. I went to Chicago with them after the fair was done and they worked at the Blue Angel Club on Rush and Oak under the sidewalk.

Better now I went to work on Wabash in the kitchen of Whimpys Hamburgers and that was fine. We lived in the Croyden Hotel on Rush St. and I was in a room with these two beauty's. It became the famed Ménage de Three thing and it was my first encounter of that type. These gals were into sex and more sex. I had not seen two women make it before and it was a lot of fun. Both these luscious babes were shaped to perfection but on the padded side and their secret (Or not so secret) places were shaved BABY BARE. That became my daily job of happiness. They explained that they did tricks on the side with rich clients but I was welcome to sex whenever they were home. That worked out well and surprisingly I did not get jealous. Actually I was pretty happy when they were both off for a night and I was alone as these gals were insatiable. It was a wonderful time. Cristian asked me if I would care to try my hand at sketching people at the club as he had shown Jean Fardulis the Egyptian half owner of the club works in pastels I had done and the guy had said he could let me work there if I would like to. I snapped the job up and quit Whimpys very soon after. I did well and one night a table had me do their caricatures. I did the charcoal sketches of these 4 guys and 3 liked them but one said I had made his nose too big. I was pretty good at this work and told him just not to pay but I would NOT change his looks. He was pissed.

Later that week he came back and was alone, He said, "Kid you have guts." He introduced himself as Sam Giancana and told me he knew all about me. Jean Fardulis had given him my application and John Roselli was my reference. Well Mr. G. and Roselli were old friends and he had called Roselli and knew all about Morgan and I and Cuba too. He said we probably had been in Cuba at the same time and that he had a job for me if I wanted to do it. I was to be at the "Westward Ho" a club on the corner of Rush and Oak a block north of the Blue Angel at 2:00 A.M. and the fact I could climb was a factor. I went there at the allotted time and was told that at 4:00 I was to climb the crawl space between the bathrooms some 10 stories and go into the bathroom window and let some others into the place. There would be people in there but from partying they should be pretty whacked out.
Well it all was pretty easy, I went up the space between the windows and in the bathroom window, but here's a guy on the toilet talking to himself completely oblivious to me coming in the window, a guy and another guy sleeping in the bathtub and on going into the big living room a whole lot of people male and female passed out and bottles everywhere and you could cut the smoke from grass and tobacco with a machete if you had one. It was a suite of rooms and there were papers everywhere and files etc. I did as I had been told and buzzed in 3 guys that really looked the part of the Mafia Types they were. In they came in and out I went, I had been told that I would be rewarded at the Westward Ho that night to show there at closing time. The Mgr. there told me to see Mr. Giancana the next day at the Black Orchard Club right across Rush St. from the Groyden that afternoon but for now Tina the barmaid would take me home with her for fun and games. It was a nice time with her and I went home early that A.M. and crawled in with Blanquita as Malena was out tricking with a rich guy she met at the Gaslight After hours Club.

I met Mr. Giancana and he had his bartender give me an envelope and it had a good deal of money in it. I had noted on the way out of that Suite of rooms that the mailbox for it was the Cuban Embassy in Exile. I never saw or heard a word of what was done there that night. However after that there were a couple of more jobs for me over on Michigan Ave. I learned that the other two guys with Mr. "G" were Paul Ricca and Murrey Humphries all three big time Mafia Dons in Chicago at that time. Now I was back in Chicago and I was to report to Sam Giancana. Things had just happened that way.

I was put up at the Ohio East a nice but not pretentious hotel and saw a number of people after meeting Mr. "G" at the Front Page Lounge and Riccardos on two occasions. The Shrine Temple Circus was in town across the street from the hotel so I visited friends there too. I was told that they were interested in putting HOT people to work in a carnival or circus setting and I had been selected to run the deal for them having some expertise in both that area and the I.D. business. I would be financed by them through good old Perminex this time out of Toronto, Canada and a man from the Chicago Mob would be with me on this thing. This was fine by me, and I was given a goodly seed funding after signing the elusive Perminex Voucher. Geno was a tough squat man of very little humor. I suspect he was a Hit Man and had no personality at all. He was a worker though and we set about converting a freezer truck into a Carnival concessions truck complete with joints and a show front. I painted the stuff he and a couple of teamsters did the carpentry. They came out of "Stage Designs" a Union place downtown.
I DESIGNED THE WHOLE SET UP AND IT WAS ALL DONE FROM SCRATCH AND WITH FIRST CLASS MATERIALS AND EQP'T. THE CANVAS CAME FROM O HENRY TENT & AWNING OVER ON CLARK ST. I DID BANNERS AND SIGNS FOR THE JOINTS AND SHOWS AND WE HAD AN A.G.V.A. CARPENTER WITH A MOBILE TRUCK SHOP OVER DOING A LOT OF THE GAME GUTS FOR US. I KNEW QUITE A LOT ABOUT FLAT STORES AND ALIBI JOINTS AND THE GIRL SHOW WOULD BE NEW FOR ME. I HAD BEEN ASSURED THAT WE WOULD HAVE GIRLS WHEN NEEDED AND NICE ONES TOO. WE HAD A BIG (FORMER MOB PROHIBITION BREWERY) TO WORK IN. THE BIG VATS WERE STILL IN PLACE AND THE SMELL THERE TOO. IT WAS ON SHEFFIELD RIGHT NEAR OSCAR MAYER HOT DOG CO. GENO TOLD ME THAT MANY A BODY HAD BEEN DISPOSED OF IN THE HOT DOG CO. AND ITS BIG BONE CRUSHING PASTE MAKING MACHINES, "HOT DOG ANYONE?" GENO WAS FULL OF GOOD TALK, HE TOLD ME THE TRUCK WE USED THAT HAD BEEN A MEAT FREEZER TRUCK HAD HOSTED A FEW HANGING HUMAN CARCASSES FOR LONG PERIODS TILL THEY COULD PUT 'EM TO THEIR ETERNAL RESIDENCE. OH MY, I WAS IN WITH THE PROFESSIONALS. THE DAY CAME WHEN WE TOOK THE TWO TRUCKS AND THE TWO TRAILERS ON THE ROAD. THIS PROBABLY WAS THE BEST EQUIPPED CARNIVAL CONCESSIONS SET UP TO START OUT SINCE THE CARNIVALS WERE CONCEIVED. WE HAD STOCKED UP BOTH IN CHICAGO AND IN R.I... I HAD MADE THE TRIP THERE FOR PLUSH AND SLUM FOR THE PRIZES NO ONE WOULD WIN ALL SEASON, SMILE. WE DROVE TO NEW ORLEANS MET SOME PEOPLE ONE OF WHICH WAS DAVE FERRE AND THAT WAS THE FIRST TIME I WAS INTRODUCED TO THE LATER FAMOUS CLAY BERTRAM WHO WAS LATER REVEALED AS CLAY SHAW. HE GAVE US MONEY AT KATZENJAMAS WITHOUT THE USUAL PERMINDEX VOUCHER. HE AND FERRE AND BANISTER WERE VERY BUDDY BUDDY AT THAT BAR THAT DAY.

THE IDEA WAS THAT GENO AND I WOULD PUT LEGITIMATE GAMES AND SHOWS ON CARNIVALS AND HIRE AND CONDUCT BUSINESS AS WE SO DESIRED. IF IT MADE MONEY SO BE IT, IF IT DID NOT THAT WAS O.K. TOO. THE D.O.D. THROUGH PERMINDEX WAS FINANCING THIS OPERATION THAT WAS NAMED "OPERATION ZR-FLATSTORE". THESE PEOPLE ALWAYS HAD SOME OPERATION FOR EVERYTHING. IT TURNED OUT THOUGH GENO WAS NOT MY HANDLER AT THIS TIME BUT HE WAS PRETTY MUCH IN CHARGE. I DID NOT MIND THIS A BIT AS HE WAS A REAL WORKER AND ALSO DID NOT MIND TAKING ORDERS FROM ME ON THINGS HE DID NOT KNOW. HE WAS ALSO A FAST LEARNER AND VERY CLEVER. HIS LOOKS WERE VERY DECEIVING, QUITE SHORT AND ROBUST WITH A LARGE HEAD AND VERY ITALIAN LOOKING AND OF COURSE HE WAS FROM POLARMO. AFTER WE HIT THE FIRST SHOW HE WAS WORTH HIS WEIGHT IN GOLD. WE DID BECOME CLOSE FRIENDS; AT LEAST I LIKE TO THINK THAT. HOW CAN ONE BE A FRIEND TO SOMEONE THAT IF THEY ARE GIVEN THE WORD WILL UNTHINKINGLY SNUFF OUT YOUR LIFE AS THOUGH YOU ARE AN COCKROACH? ANYWAY WE WERE OFF. OFF TO THE CARNIVALS.
The SAFEHOUSE on the road: "ER-Flatstore" Chapter Four.

The whole idea had been a "Brainfart" I had discussed with McWillie in Cuba and that He had talked over with Abe and Sam Giancana, I assumed it was both Mob and the D.I.A. that were running the whole schmerez... I never thought it would have got this far but here I was with first class equipment and Geno going to Gibbonton, Florida to get started. We put an ad in the trade paper for Agents to work the joints though once it got rolling I had to make room for the "CLIENTS" for the SAFEHOUSE PROJECT. I had the I.D. Factory with me and a whole lot of checks and papers I had stolen from a Co in Brockton, Mass. That printed Checks called Dowchex. They also printed foreign currency. We booked on the midway of Royal American Shows and Whitey Weiss was informed to make room for us. The Mob through Mayer Lanski had talked with this "Patch" and the "Go Ahead" was put out for this project. I doubt Weiss had any idea why we got the priority. We laid down a block store and a basket joint and put up a Crime does not pay Show on the back end. The privilege was a bit steep but we were not paying it and if the joints did not make the nut we were O.K.. After Gibbonton and the Tampa fair we headed to Davenport, Iowa the first spot on the actual route for the show. This was R.A.S. shape up spot before their going into Canada and was actually a great spot for us. By now we had 4 joints up, The Baskets, a Spill the milk, a Swinger and a Nail joint.

Now these joints are interesting and go like this, The Alibi concession games are just that, The Agent tells a story or a lie to the mark, He can show that the game actually can be won, However there is a mechanical or slight of hand working that keeps the winning and lossing completely in the Agents control. If he wants to throw a prize (Usually for the onlookers benefit) he can do it but otherwise no one wins. The Hanky Pank is a game that there is a small percentage of winners out of a given amount and these are what you see in this day and age on midways, The others cant book on shows today. The Flat Store is just about all gone today and as the word says these games out and out "FLAT" rob the Mark. The control is so tight that a winner could never happen though like the Alibi the Agent can talk you into thinking you can win or show you so. I had all three types of games in my trailer and booked them as the shows would permit. There are Grift Shows where just about everything works, There are Some shows where only Alibis work and there are shows called Sunday School shows that only Hanky Panks work and as often as not these are owner owned joints not book ins. We pay a rental for the frontage of the joint footage according to the spot set by the show owners. It varies from dates that
are Fair Dates to the Still Dates that do fields and Shopping Malls. The Fairs are best but the frontage is steeper too. The Shows usually are on the back end of the Midway and are laid down for a percentage of the full take and ticket price. Girl Shows and a few others do carry a percentage for the Show Patch as do the Flats and Alibis, and they also have costs as to what is paid off to the local Judge or Police Chief as often as not for the Fix. However if it gets too high you of course don't go there.

We had these games and 2 shows and were making money, however R.A.S. went into Canada (it is a Rail Road Show) after Davenport so our masters decided we go on other shows preferably on the East Coast. So I booked in with Continental shows in New England where everything went. We stayed there until the Brockton Fair and then booked on the Midway of the world of Mirth Shows. This was another R.R. show and a big one too. We did 3 dates with them and now we went into Ottawa for the Central Canadian Exposition and did great there. The D.I.A. had sent us two men to hide out and train to work the joints and the Mob had sent us a man and a woman for the same reasons. I never knew what they were cooling off and I doubt anyone including among themselves knew they were not legit carneys. Of course Gino and I chapharoned or orchestrated the whole Schmear. We came out of Ottawa and did Essex Junction with King Reid Shows and from there I decided to head west. There was a small show named Rogers Bros in Wisconsin for a week and then over to Smith Wonder Shows that had just been bought by Ray Cammack at Aberdeen, S.D. We did a couple of dates with them then over to P.W. Sebrand & Brothers Circus & Carnival at Great Falls, Montana and Boise then Pocatello and Salt Lake City Then Alberque, New Mexico and a few winter dates in Arizona. We wintered till Xmas in Pheonix, Arizona their Winter Quarters and then headed to San Francisco with Foley and Burk Shows on a Dept. Store Roof for the Holliday's. After that I took the stuff off the road and went to Chattsworth where John Roselli had it set up with Del J. Graham to have us winter at his place (Actually on the Sphen Ranch Before the Mansons got there) for the rest of the winter. Party's and starlets and fun and games for all concerned. Our Agents had gone their way and the original two from the D.I.A. had been replaced by one guy a real nervous guy as well as the guy the Mob had sent being gone but the girl was with us yet. It turned out she was a HITLADY resting, Gino found out later. Gino was a very expert Carni now and he ran things well, He liked running the girl show and took it to Mexico for two dates. These 4 girls were real workers and hustlers and had been provided from Mr. Lucky's and The Silver Frolics in Chicago. Del liked them
AROUND AS THEY WOULD FUCK ANYONE AND THAT WAS GREAT FOR HIS PARTY'S AND FILM PEOPLE MEETS.

THE SECOND SEASON WAS PRETTY MUCH LIKE THE FIRST THOUGH WE DID SOME SHOWS ON CRAFTS BIG 10 SHOWS AND FOLEY & BURK IN CA. THEN SHOT TO DAVENPORT AND ON TO NEW ENGLAND AND THE SAME ROUTE WITH THE EXCEPTION OF COLLINS SHOWS AND DELL & TRAVIS AND A WEEK WITH PAGE COMBINED BEFORE HITTING WOLF POINT, MT. WITH NOW RAY CAMMACK SHOWS AND AFTER THAT GREAT FALLS, MT. WITH THE SIEBRAND SHOW SOUTH. I HAD DONE A NUMBER OF MEETINGS AT HOTELS AND MOTELS IN THE SOUTH WITH ORDERS FROM ROSELLI THROUGH GINO TO SEMINARS IN THE CONFERENCE ROOMS ABOUT KILLING OFF THE CASTROS AND THEIR GENERALS ETC. THERE WERE SOME PRETTY INTERESTING PEOPLE AT THEM. FRANK STURGES, FELIX RODRIGUES, BANNASTER, FERRIE, CLAY SHAW (NOW), CHARLIE FREDRICK ROGERS (A REAL SPOOKY GUY AMONG SPOOKY GUYS), A COUPLE OF BAPTIST REVERENDS, EUGENE HALE BRADEN, MAC WALLACE, AND A HOST OF OTHERS THAT WERE TO PLAY INTO THIS WHOLE ASSASSINATION DRAMA. THE GIST OF THESE MEETINGS WERE A THINK TANK ON HOW TO GET CASTRO AND GANG, ALL SORTS OF WEIRD SHIT WAS DISCUSSED IN EARNEST, ROSELLI SAID LATER TO GINO AND I AND FERRIE THAT IT WAS ALL BULL SHIT THAT THE Mob WANTED Castro TO STAY ALIVE AS WHILE THEY WERE IN BED WITH THE ALPHABET AGENCIES THEY HAD A STAY OUT OF JAIL CARD FOR A HOST OF ACTIVITIES WITH THE GOVERNMENTS BLESSINGS. THE KENNEDY'S ON THE OTHER HAND (ESPECIALLY ROBERT) WERE DOING STRANGE THINGS BY THE Mob IN THE SENATE CRIME COMMISSION HEARINGS AND THE Mob GUYS HAD TALKED TO PA PA. KENNEDY TO COME DOWN ON HIS KIDS AND ENLIGHTEN THEM AS TO JUST WHO HAD PUT THEM IN THE BIG WHITE BLGO. IN D.C. I WENT TO THESE MEETINGS WHICH WERE FAR FROM SECRET THOUGH THEY DID CONSTANTLY DEBUG THE ROOMS. THEN I WOULD RETURN TO RUNNING THE UNIT. WHEN GINO AND I HAD TO BE GONE TOGETHER A GUY FROM CHICAGO NAMED "PAT THE FLAME" WOULD COME TAKE CARE OF SHOP. HE WAS A MADE MAN LIKE GINO AND HIS SKILLS WERE IN TORCHING THINGS. LIFE WAS GOING WELL, PROBABLY TOO WELL AS WE SHALL SEE.

under guard to the nearest hospital with a concussion. The I.D. factory blanks were found and I was taken into Federal Custody by the F.B.I. on release. I spent a week sweating it out but got word to Roselli and the charges were dropped and I was let out in the middle of the night in the desert outside Pima County Jail. No car, little money and pissed off at myself. There was a man waiting me and he introduced himself as Ervle Le Barron (See 4 O'clock murders) He was a pretty nice guy and told me the charges had been squashed and that the Mob or Govt. I forget which had fixed it so there was no record of the arrest. The I.D. stuff was now in proper hands and I was to await orders at his compound. We got to the place and it was a ranch that had a lot of women around. It turned out that Ervle was a member of a polygamist sect of Mormons and that he had a lot of wives. One of these was a lovely girl named Bethel. She became my companion and sex was in the equation as well. Ervel was a great host. All good things end and this was no different. Bethel was to drive me to Houston, Texas to meet people I would know, for my next assignment. We left around 10:00 AT night and drove through to Houston stopping a few times for sex at the road side. She was a real hot lady. When we got to Houston we checked into the meeting place a crummy carny hotel called "Travlers Hotel". We had a night there together and had gone to a queer bar to meet whoever it was we would meet. It was Dave Ferrie and two very gay Mexicans or Cubans. The next morning Dave and one of the Cubans and another I knew showed up where we were to meet. The strange Latin was none other than Charlie Fredrick Rogers and he was playing like I could not tell it was him. Well I said "good by" to Bethel with a kiss and hug and we were on our way. Dallas was our destination. I would get my orders there.
THESE MEETINGS INCLUDED MOST ALPHABET AGENCIES, THE OUTFIT OF OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES....

THE ASSASSINATIONS GROUP MEETS IN AMERICAS
SOUTHERN STATES

Roderick O. MACKENZIE 2007

THESE ALL CAST YOUR TIER TOWARD THE MEETINGS WENT ON RIGHT UP TO WED MAY 1963, AND YOU NEVER KNEW WHO WOULD BE AT THEM.
FRANK BRIGGS GETS PAY OFF FROM RICHARD CONANT AT ANSON GUILLEY FACTORY YARD, WHILE ROO MAC KENZIE AND WALSHMAN WATCH THE TRANSACTION.
Welcome to Dallas MacKenzies: Chapter Five.

The trip to Dallas from Houston was nonstop talk by Ferry and his fag Cuban guy and in the back seat I had this damn Charlie Rogers playing Cuban, Spanish and all though he did not say much. I had noted on the trips with this accomplished pilot as was Ferry that Charlie was a surly if not nasty asshole. There was a sick and very bad aura around this LITTLE man. To say he took himself serious would be a very great understatement. Being stuck in the back seat of this gunboat Cadillac for hours was not a fun thing. I thought Ferry and the Cuban were high on speed but in that time it was nothing and people carried crossroads and Christmas Trees in the pocket like they were candy. If you wanted to work a 24 hour shift on a Carni lot you popped a few of these Road Apples or for long drives these were great too. When I had long days on the midway there was an inhaler that worked better than anything I knew of though it made you sweat like a 1000 pound hog screwing its ass off. These were a black and white sinus inhaler that was sold over the counter like most everything in those days, The brand name was 'Wyamine' and you just broke open the plastic and exposed the cotton inside. You did not want to touch it as it was a sticky oil and did not wash off for days. You sliced a tissue thin wafer of this crap and put it on your tongue and for about 24 hours you would be tripping in a non stop talking nervous state. This was great for the Agents that had stock and trade of "Calling In" people to make a living. It also was a mind speeder and while HIGH on it you worked at a speed way ahead of others. Great for robbing the Marks on the midways of that time. Today it would get you serious time in some privatized prison. Wyamine was the answer in the 50s and 60s. It disappeared as fast as it had appeared. To keep the stuff (And one inhaler would last a season) you put it in wax paper and in a tube of some sort ready for your next slice with a single edged razor.

Anyway, That was the extent of my Dope use but anything you wanted was available either over the counter or at a cheapo price, There was no crime for supporting a habit either and if you killed yourself on the shit, Well, so be it ,it was your life. It was later that after the laws making this stuff unavailable that a boom in illegal sales for the profiteers came into being. We never learn, " Probation should have shown us what happens when you make something illegal, but no not us. Be that as it is I felt these two were all speeded up and was not a happy transet to be ferried by Ferry to Dallas. It would have been a lot nicer to have continued with Bethel. We got to Dallas and I was given a
room in the Cabana Motel and was to meet a guy in the Egyptian Lounge who would know me but I would not know him. I wore the shirt they had given me for the meet an Aloha style with a banana leaf pattern on it so I could be recognized. The man I met was a polished guy, educated though he had a rough side to him and was to introduce himself as "Mac" Wallace and he produced a flask of Wild Turkey of the top percentage alcohol. I had a shot as in Dallas it was only a "SET Up" practice in bars or beer wine. I switched to beer after that but this Mac had a hollow leg it seemed. We did some serious drinking and we talked of Fools and Things and lots about Cuba and the Reds taking over. We were of the opinion at that time that any Red was better dead. I think it was mentioned that the Kennedys were Commies as well but that was not unusual after the Bay of Pigs Fiasco. We were all pissed at that administration and the fact that we had been soldiers in the Cuban mess from the start made alliances between a lot of people that never would have mixed otherwise. It was a good time after that ride to Dallas to talk and drink with a radical but pretty smart and level headed guy. He had the eye of the killer though and that point was not lost on me. It never is. Mac was involved with the same lawyer that Lyndon B. Johnson the now Vice President had in Dallas and Houston and he talked of that affiliation with pride. It seemed he was some sort of investigator as well and showed me a Friend of the TEXAS RANGERS I.D. Card and asked me to make some fakes of this, which I later did. About 5 P.M. an older gent. Came in and that was Jake Miranda, I was introduced to him and told that he was to be my D.I.A. handler. He was a nice guy and took me by a strip club called the Carousel and we (Wallace, Miranda and myself) met an off duty cop named Jefferson Davis Tippet. This Cop was to show me a SAFE HOUSE that I was to run on Holland Ave. I also was introduced to the owner of the club Jack Ruby (Though he introduced himself that time as Rubenstein.) Ruby was a Penguin type guy though a big Penguin. He liked to talk and was, he said, the guy to see in Dallas for anything.

I told him I was also a Surgical Nurse and wanted to work as well as take care of the Safe House. He gave me a Dr. Robert Sparkmans address and a card of Rubys with writing on the back. I was told to see Sparkman when I was ready to get a hospital job as he knew all about those things and would put me straight. The evening went on and we watched the strippers go down to their pasties. At one time Ruby took me aside and asked if I liked that one, "Well yes," but I liked the hostess better. Nah, Shes gutta work,.. He takes me back and "Little Lynn" is in his office, She had just danced, and she gave me a Blo Job, That's on the house says Ruby who watched, Laugh. Back out at our table I was introduced to
Alice Alexander the hostess I was interested in and after I settled in got to know her well and dated a few times as well as what came naturally. The party went on most of that night though Wallace left first then Miranda gave me his card and told me to be at his place at least every two days for briefings. He was Defense Intelligence Agency and said so, he was the first Handler I had had that gave me two names and seemingly was who he said he was. He owned a bar and restaurant called the Circus Restaurant across from Fair Park. I also got the feeling (AND I WAS RIGHT) that he was a connected guy Mob wise as was Ruby who broadcasted his Chicago connections all over the place. So Miranda left too and Tippet the cop took me to the Egyptian Lounge again and we talked a bit. He said he would show me the safe house and come get me in the A.M. to move over there. I stayed in the Cabana that night and the next day a Police Car pulls up and takes me, bag and baggage to the Safe House on Holland Ave. It was Holland, a couple of blgs down from Oak St. There was a house out in front and the Garage was converted into an apartment for me and several small rooms and a shower bathroom and day room for the clients.

It was quiet there and no one bothered me. A phone guy came by and brought me an olive phone that was in my name. Tippet had given me the keys to a Ford 1950 coup. That was in the driveway. This was in my name as well though I later found out the registration was a fake, but a good fake. I made a lot of those too as at the time they were hard to trace. This one was with plates and Registration from Alabama. If you made a set of papers in those days and it was out of state there was no way a trace could be done fast state to state. Phone calls worked but it was pretty hard. The N.C.I.C. was coming through and that would screw us up to be sure. There were no pictures on I.D. or Drivers Licenses and I made 42 different state licenses from my kit. It was pretty easy then. Later I invented a system that is still in use today in some backward states and that was to take the receipts for a temporary D.L. and make out 4 each of them that were good for 90 days each for a years D.L. It worked till the recent state temporary licenses came out in picture card types too. So here I was proprietor of this safe house and in the cow Town of Dallas, All connected up with the people with no sweat. In the first week I did nothing except walk around the area and visit a few bars. I did date Alice Alexander and it took several dates before she lowered her pants for me. smile. I liked Jake Miranda's Place and pretty much ate there every day all the time I was in Dallas. It was walking distance from the Safe House. I seldom used the car though it came in handy when I had to meet elsewhere for one reason or another. I bought a Webley 38 revolver for $7.00 ammunition and all. It was a cumbersome thing but was accurate as all
hell. I liked to go plink around the creek over at Oak Cliff section. Tippet and I shot at a range a few times with other cops he knew. Once Wallace joined us.

It was a few days before I looked up Dr. Sparkman, M.D. He was Chief of Staff at Saint annes Hospital and Chief of Surgery at Baylors, Truett Hospital. I made an appointment with him at his offices in St. Annas and he was a Gnome of a man in a white coat and very friendly. We talked and he sent me over to the Director of Nurses at Baylor across the street and it was not long till I was set to work the second shift (3:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M.) in the vast X shaped O.R there. I had to show up for a week of orientation days then it was the three to eleven shifts. So far there were no clients for the safe house and I was living a great life. I only went to the Carousel two more times all the time I was in Dallas. It was not my type of place and I did not care for Mr. Rubenstein's act either. He was a bully and though he was nice enough to me I saw him take a sucker shot to a drunk once and did not like that. He did fix me up with a dancer (Stripper) named Jeanette Confonto who starred under the name of "JADA" I spent a lot of nites or early mornings doing the nasty with her. I suppose Alice Alexander knew but she and I still had flings and it was never mentioned. Every afternoon before I went to work I would go to Miranda's Circus Bar and eat his delicious and very reasonable meals. I would see and meet a lot of interesting people there. It also kept me in touch with my Handler, Jake. We became quite friendly and I actually enjoyed my time there. I would walk there from Holland Ave. Then walk to work going in the main Gaston Ave. entrance and up to the top surgical floor and change into Scrub Suit in the Doctors Lounge where, male nurses shared a locker room with the Doctors. I walked home a more direct route at about 11:30 P.M. and it was very peaceful then. The safe house was quite comfortable and my one room Apt. was furnished nicely. Irwin Kirby from Billboard Magazine and I talked on the phone quite regularly and we still, to this day are friends, though he is in Miami, Fl. Now. So that was how I settled into life in Dallas Texas at this time of early year of 1963.
To say I had settled in Dallas Life well went without question. I was meeting people in my own element at that time of my life. I had a reasonable salary in cash for the Safe House work. My rent was free, The phone bill compensated as were all other bills and I now worked the afternoon shift at Baylor's vast operating rooms. I preferred to be IN SCRUB rather than circulating or stocking the rooms or doing duty in the O.R. Central supply area. There was no problem there as there were always a case going on and the Doctors seemed to like me. Dr. Sparkman did a lot of his bowel resections at those hours as did the several deep chest surgeons. They had long cases on the table and liked to have no pressure as to scheduled surgery of the seven A.M. to Three thirty shift. It worked out well. When there was no case I usually stocked the 27 Operating rooms like everyone else. I met a couple of ladies that worked my shift who liked the sexual thing as did I and that along with the strippers I met and Alice Alexander made that part of life good for a young horny guy. I kept the Safe house out of it except with Alice as "The They" wanted it that way. I used several small Motels for this fun. The car I did not use very much but it would come in handy later.

This part of this book I am depending on a note book I recently retrieved that I kept at that time. There are few dates in it but one can assume that it was around April when I got to Dallas. This may (DOES) differ from my memories that I gave Jan Gregor, Not because I was being elusive but as my memory is not as good as I thought it was. I thought my only real function was to be guardian of the Top secret Safe House on Holland Ave. There were a couple of other Safe Houses I was told by Miranda as well. I never did know where they were located. However I did know that Tammy True used her home for this too. She and her husband I met often though they lived over in Ft. Worth. She stripped in several Mob joints in the area. Dallas was an environment that reeked of secrets waiting to happen. Spooks around every corner or Mobsters or people who were into a darker side of life all around you. Of course I was into secret stuff too though I hardly knew what the secrets were. We were all on a NEED TO KNOW basis ! Dr. Robert Sparkman, M.D. was above it all it seemed but still he was H.L.Hunt and Jack Rubys friend. I never did figure what attraction Ruby had for him. He was not ashamed to talk of Ruby so I assumed it was either women or gambling that placed him in the circle there.
I was never to find that one out. For me it was nice to know a person of his prestige and to be in his ray of learned people. I took a few of the free courses he offered in Gastro
Intestinal Surgery and learned a lot there. Dallas was not a dirty city on the outside. The downtown area like all cities had a small area that had a sort of lower class or Skid Row if one could call it that but as soon as one fanned away from that there was not an overtone of the violence that underneath was there. There was the loan sharkling and the Gambling and the boozing but it was sort of hidden. There was an area I was warned to stay away from near the other side of the Fair Park that was Negro and was supposed to be very bad especially for a white guy. I never went any further than the block that Jake Miranda's Bar was on and that was not dangerous at least for me at all. There were some people that I kept running into and they come up later in the Kennedy Killing. Most of them have been mulled over and over again and again. However there are a few I will mention that never have found their way to printed or other publicity. I hardly know how to broach all this as it's a book in itself, but here goes.

My first contact for the safe house was brought to me by a very sleazy preacher type known as 'Albert Osborne' (Later he called himself Bowen) I had had dealings with him at Bannister Place at 544 Camp St. in New Orleans so I knew him. He was sent by Rubensteine. He brought 3 men with him to stay over with me filling the house up. They were either French or Corsican and kept pretty quiet and to themselves. I went to the safe way a block away for their needs and they never left the place as far as I know the 4 days they were there. I do not know as far as when I was at work but otherwise they were there all the time like self imposed prisoners. They talked low and in French and the only thing I got from them was the wine and cigarettes I got for them were SHIT! Oh Well... I later found out they had just come back from a hit somewhere in Michigan and were on their way back to a place run by an outfit called American Council of Churches or some such. It was not the last I would hear of that outfit. It seemed it ran Hit Squads from somewhere south of Mexico City all over the world. It was an FBI outfit called ZR (Like the initials they had put on my Carni tag) "ZR-Rifle". That was the name of it. I got a lot from debris left by them. Now that I look back on things I guess that if that were known then it would have decreased my longevity greatly, however I always kept what I knew under my hat from everyone. I was a sponge that took it all in but never let it out. Everyone that knew me seemingly thought it safe to talk in front of me ??? Anyway these scary guys went through the place as my first clients.

I went to Jake Miranda's place just about every day around noonish for my food, I call that dinner though the rest of the world considers it supper, smile. Just one of
those things left over from New England. I would rap at the window and be let in and had whatever was leftover from the night before. It was free and very good fare. He opened at 2:00 P.M. daily and had a good businessman's luncheon around 4:00 to 9:00. Otherwise it was specialties of the house for couples and others that knew of the place. It was very expensive for Dallas and a lot of rich folks came there. It was a stop over for rich oil meetings too. A friend of mine from the Carnival's named Doc Dolan had games in the maize that was in back of the restaurant. These were FIXED games and a few times I worked THE STICK on them for him. It was easy money. Dolan had games all over Texas and a floating license from the Mob and the so called Texas Mob. Those were old families that had old money in the area, most were oil people. I had worked with Dolan on the Carnivals and he was a hell of a Pin Store or Blower agent as well. See Glossery for descriptions of these Carni games. He used to play the Razzle if nothing else was working or even an Aliby if necessary. Off the lots he had crooked games that robbed the crooks themselves. He was a gutsy pisser. He was a former boxer and Roselli had put him in charge of an "American Guild of Variety Artists" office in Dallas Ft. Worth. Ruby booked most of his talent through Dolan as did all the other strip clubs. Dolan booked Circus and variety acts too so I had business deals that made bucks with him on the side while in Dallas too. I did a deal with him for the acts on the Texas State Fair Pepsi Cola/Dr. Pepper Circus on the Grounds. I got Fay Alexander and George Bruno to come in for the date and got a good 10% with no one the wiser, off the top. I liked Dolan and had drinks with him quite a bit. Mac Wallace was in the gambling stuff too with Doc and though Doc did not like Wallace he tolerated him as he had the X on the games of the rich and famous of Dallas at the Adolphus Hotel and the Murchison Ranch as well as in Houston at the La Mar Hotel. So Dallas was one crooked place under the front it showed. Hell I once was told by both Jake Miranda and Dolan that if I wanted a person knocked off it could be done in Texas for as little as $20.00 and that beatings went as low as $5.00 if one knew who to see and that was usually Jack Rubenstein.

That same years Fair was not without humor either. A concessionaire named Eugene Heart was at the Dallas Fair and had 2 freezer truckloads of Rath Hotdogs he wanted to unload at the month long Fair. That seemed up front enough but on opening the trucks for inspection it was found by the Dept. of Health that the dogs were old and covered with green mold even though frozen stiff. They made Gene take the dogs to a nearby designated dump next to a Negro Cemetery and throw them in a hole. That night the resourceful Mr. Heart had his crew were out there reloading the now stinking
dogs into the freezers again and back to the Fair. The inspector had been patched, "PAYED OFF," now and Gene put "DOG ON THE STICK" booths all over the grounds. The batters covered Dogs were sold to the last one by the third week though we were told the cooks complained about hiding frozen maggots in the batters. Mr. Heart was not named Heart but is still around and anyone in the business will recognize this name as its meaning has the same meaning as Heart and his first name is Gene. Smile. Anyway he has a big Carnival these days and this really happened.

I had a lot of Clients in the months of August through September; I will go into the names or descriptions I know in the next chapter. A lot of these I did not know at the time but shortly after the HIT PARADE DAY I was to recognize them from news and other readings I saw. October was quiet and I had few Clients but as of the 5th of November there was not a night that at least one client was on board. That was right through the day of November 23, 1963. Now then I am going from my note book in this listing and these are only the known individuals I hosted at the Safe House on Holland Avenue. On November 16th I was told to move into a room provided for me at the Cabana Motel. My Apartment I saw when I came daily to clean up the place prior to going to work, looked like a war room for an Army. I thought it all had to do with getting the Castro's or a new invasion, I never at all gave thought that it was part of the Hit to come. In fact no one that early even knew Kennedy was coming to Dallas at least not on my level. I had learned though that both Mac Wallace and Jake Miranda were working for a Govt. Agency I had never heard of and that "Permindex Co." also was part of that Agency and that was "THE DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SECURITY COMMAND." I was also informed that Mac Wallace was Lyndon Baines Johnson's long associated Hit Man with a good number of kills on his rifle stock. I knew Mac was a hell of a shot, having shot a number of mornings with him but, I had no idea he had all that power. He was also still working contract for the Office of Naval Intelligence I was told by Alice Alexander. She knew a lot having slept with them all as did "JADA," Though I never really inquired both of these girls gave me pillow talk. This too could have got me killed later, Probably did get Janet Confonto killed, Alice I don't know about. On Ruby at his club, I kept away from there unless I had to meet with someone or whatever, I just did not like the place. He (Ruby) had buttonholed me for a few signs but that was the extent of my dealing with him except for a few orders when Miranda was not around. Actually Eva Grant kept in contact with the Safe House by phone and sent money too there, She was Rubys Sister and had a Club I went to sometimes. I had been warned by J.D. Tippit that Ruby was a switch hitter and liked guys as much as gals and being young
AND HANDSOME THEN I FELT IT BEST TO NOT BE AROUND THE GUY THAT MUCH. AS FAR AS OSWALD WENT I HAD BEEN TOLD BY JADA THAT HE WAS QUEER AND WAS RUBYS LOVER AND THAT HE WAS SOME SORT OF GOVERNMENT AGENT. LATER SHE SAID HE TOO WAS O.N.I., I DON'T KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT OSWALD EXCEPT I SAW HIM A LOT AND WITH RUBY AT LEAST TWICE.
Power Players But Not Rivals: Chapter Seven.

To understand the Cow Town attitude of Dallas in the 1950s and 1960s one has to realize that there were a lot of power sources that were raking a lot of profit from this area. Greed was everywhere and from the Common Man that just wanted to exist but looked the other way when his Elected Official gave him a tidbit of Pork that really cost everyone in the Country to the Millionaires that ran the State of Texas with an Iron Hand to the little guy. The Politicians were for the most part very corrupt from the top down and the populace did not care as long as they got their little bit too. The farmers had sat still for the Box 13 scandals and Billy Sol Estes and crew including Lyndon Baines Johnson were up to their asses in National and even world wide THEFT. This was called the Box 13 Scandal and it was coming to a head and The Federal Government was looking into the people at the top. Johnson and Crew were well on their way to a possible prison term. This is all history and if you care to do so you can look up Estes or Box 13. That's not my job.

Everyone it seemed was getting a rake off in Dallas one way or another and if you were not and were the one being squeezed in taxes and theft that was your fault for not joining the others. The Police Chief was a flamboyant corrupt bastard in an eastern suit and hat, "No cowboy Stetson for Currey, The City Fathers were on the Payroll and owed their positions to the powers that were rather than the populace. The Church Heads were in bed with the crooks and kept their flock in line as far as possible. The Money people hob nobbed among themselves like the Gods they were running it all and the State Police (The Texas Rangers) watched and as long as no one rocked the boat were happy with their roll. Other police of all types were pretty much in line and if they were not soon were in other lines of work promoted up or ruined one way or another. Some were disposed of the Old way. The City of Dallas and Other Cities too in Texas and much of the South were very corrupt. Laws were made for the fools to adhere to and the further up the ladder you were the more rules you could bend or break. Organized Crime was allowed to openly flourish and by having laws against gambling, prostitution and liquor and just about everything else a constant revenue was obtainable all the way up this ladder.

It was good for me as I had a job and was in with a lot of the rake off artists. "Honest people are hard to rob" O'Dolan had said and it was true, "One had to have the GREED BUG to be robable!"

I was not a robber as such but I sure observed a lot of it and got my end by not ROCKING ANY BOATS! It was that way with everyone I knew.
The violence did not really come into my life though I heard of it. There was the "Mac" Wallace types that were educated Thugs with good jobs and there were the Jack Rubys that were open about their being Bullies. You ignored them and tried to stay out of their way. There was the Mob and they existed and provided services that everyone knew were illegal but everyone pretty much partook of. Then there was the other Political and filthy rich crowd that had their own Mob as well and NOTHING went on in Texas without them giving the NOD for it to succeed. Payoffs were rampant... This latter bunch were the orchestrations of the John Fitzgerald Kennedy killing, It was common knowledge the few days after the fact among the circle that whispered it and cowered and waited the results and knew that they had been a part of this even unknowingly at the time. I was one such person as was Jake Miranda and of course generally the police and so many others. Mac Wallace was laying low but was far from quiet among those he drank with as was his style. He had a job with a big Co. that was part of the Defense Industry as head of the Purchasing Dept. He was not working that week much and was in the bars a lot. In the Circus Lounge I ran into him and we went out back in the old Prohibition speak easy hide away in that building and drank a few on my first day off after the Hit Parade had gone down. Ruby was in jail and everyone I knew was very uneasy. I had been told to stay at the Cabana another week and the room provided cost me not. When I saw Mac I tried to ignore him but soon we were in conversation and moved to the rear with Miranda sometimes joining us. Mac was talkative in the conspirators manner and hinted at his involvement in "THIS THING" and that soon Ruby might have to "BE TAKEN CARE OF TOO." He said "JOHNSON HAD FINALLY MADE HIS MOVE AND THAT HIS PART HAD BEEN THE MAJOR ONE IN ORGANIZATION OF THIS THING!" I wanted nothing better than to be away from this guy and so did Miranda. However it was not to be. Like the spider that fascinates his prey, Mac had me in his web.

We headed out to "Have a few" and Mac was buying. We did a lot of places in Ft. Worth including the Cellar which was closed except to those who they knew. A lot of places that day were closed at least on the surface. This went well into the week after as though those that had openly detested this man Kennedy up to the moment he was killed were really remorseful. Such hypocrisy was everywhere in Dallas. Especially the weeks after. My day of beer drinking in tow with Mac had given me the chilling facts of the Kennedy killing from the HORSES MOUTH. I could only hope that he would not remember his day of loose mouthed drinking as was generally his habit the day after. I stole away later that afternoon and took a cab back to Dallas and the Cabana. I
went by the Safe House and was warned off by a man and woman who said that the house would soon be converted into an apt for me alone and that Jake Miranda would talk with me about it. I took my car from in front on Holland Ave. where it had been parked and went to the Motel. I got drunk that night with a Mexican Surgical Nurse from the Osteopathic Hospital I knew. I never told a soul to this writing what Mac had enlightened me of. Frankly I thought I was on his Hit list for a long time thereafter as did a lot of others including Jake Miranda. We talked of this too.

I got a little ahead of the story there and the cat is out of the box now as far as this story goes. Dallas was a place where things happened like they had in Chicago but on a different scale. First I will name the factions that ruled the place and Texas in general at that time. There was the local Political bunch like the City Council and on up to the Mayor, all pretty much bought and paid for. Then there were the Police Powers who enforced what the Political bunch desired with a flourish to make the Public believe they were there for them, smile. Then there were the clergy who kept the believing good people in line with their promises of a greater place after death and that this would all somehow pass for the better, Then there was the Lawyers who always make out, they are on the payrolls of all involved in every step up the ladder to the top. The mob is in there somewhere giving everyone a piece of what they really desire but think is bad for a price and enforcing their rules with a wink at the police and a bribe one way or the other to make sure it works. Over these all resides what I call the OVERWORLD and that is the true Governing body above all of this. It can be on a state level, a Bankers Level or a Federal level or as in this case it can and was factions of all the above. So then we shall go into all of these groups in our next chapter.
The days were similar with the exception of meetings at Jake's place and when the Fair was in operation. I used the car only when necessary. This was done when I was ordered on November 16th into a room at the Cabana Motel. Now the safe house apartment on Holland Avenue had been converted into what I can only describe as a war room. Note, That it was still not a known fact (At least to me) that Kennedy was coming to Dallas. I only learned this the day before when H.L. Hunt took out a full page ad of hatred against the Kennedys in the papers of this Cow Town. The Cabana was comfortable and I had stayed there quite a few times as I knew the owners and liked to do my fun and games there rather than the Holland House as I had been told not to bring women there it being a Safe House. I had brought Alice Alexander there and that was chancy at best, but as she had been used to deliver messages from the Carousel owner to me I felt that was O.K. Rubensteine had ordered signs 2 or 3 times from me and Alice had done the leg work and those Gams were pretty nice to look at too, all the way up to her paradise spot, smile. I got paid well by Ruby but he realized that I was not one that liked his place and let it be at that. Actually it was him I disliked being around. No one likes to be around a short fussed guy that goes off at a moments notice over little stuff.

There were a lot of maps, Some of Cuba and some of Huston and Ft. Worth and Dallas too. I gave it little thought as there were real bonified sappers and killers in and out of that place all the time any way. This was nothing in my life as they had been a part of all these operations from before ZR-FLATSTORE through to the meetings to get Castro and now at the safe house all along. My clients were indeed a colorful bunch to say the least. The girl from the ZR-FLATSTORE Safe Place I ran who was named (MABIE) Ruth Ann Martinez was in the Cabana as well. She had the room next to me and later was in the same room with Frank Sturges and his woman. I had tried to put the make on her but it was fruitless to say the least. She was all business and I had been told by Geno that her business was refined Killings. She was cordial and sexy but no come hither stuff there, I guess that was good as I am sure she used that charm to get her victims. About that time Geno showed up and he stayed at the Adolphus Hotel downtown where we had Gambling Party's that Doc had put together for Mac Wallace and the Texas Mafia of Rich Texans and Friends. I had been a "STICK" for a few of these and had seen J.E. Hoover, Connoly, H.L. Hunt, Lyndon B. Johnson and a host of other Rich and Political or Police types at these parties. There were a bunch of Babes I guess.
that can be called Rich Guys Groupies, that followed this bunch but they seldom were at the Gambling Parties. I hated the Smoke filled rooms and even though there was a suite of rooms it was always full of smoke. Decker and Currey and several Texas Rangers made these Parties and usually were paid off by winning games of cards or the portable Roulette (FIXED) wheel that Doc ran himself.

Mac Wallace was always in charge at these shindigs.

The days at the Cabana were boring as I had been told by Jake that NO WOMEN was the rule for that week, That a bunch of people (Many of which I would know from past Ops, and The Cuba thing.) would be VISITING THE MOTEL AND MY SAFE HOUSE FOR (OF ALL THINGS) THE PEPSI COLA CONVENTION. There was a big deal being ironed out as to HOW Pepsi could get their sugar costs down now that Fidel was El Politico Boss in Cuba. I was told that was why my Apt. had been turned into a War Room. This was why I had been moved. Of course I assumed this was all part of Operation Mongoose and the killing of Castro and Company. I was still in touch with Bill Morgan and he was interested in getting a Frog Farm going now and was out of the Politics of Cuba he said. I was not fooled. He was still working and now against Castro and Co. The letters I got were far from the old candid Bill and they came very seldom but through a clandestine network that was well known to the resistance bunch of Operation 40, Nixons brainchild. Geno was running the War Room it seemed and we had a few nights out on my off nights from Baylor at the Circus Lounge and the Egyptian Lounge. It seemed no one liked to take Rubensteines offers and liberally handed out cards for fun and games at his Carousel. The cops loved that place though and J.D. and Weathersford and Peoples too were steady’s there for cunt and for Payola. The higher ups got deliveries of both items to their specified places by Ruby for the Mob. I was pretty much out of that loop as Sam Giancana had warned about Rubensteine long before I actually met him. The statement was ”That asshole is down there for a reason and its not for a vacation” I always took Sams advice and never have regretted it, Roselli had told me on the phone that Ruby was their guy in Dallas but to watch him, he was a trusted employee but dangerous.

I now had dealings via phone with John Roselli more and more at Jakes place when I went for Lunch. Del Graham too was on the horn with instructions more and more. I went to work every day except Sundays as I liked the overtime and the Docs at Baylor liked a male nurse scrubbing as much as possible. Many of the Docs were from Childrens, Parkland and other nearby Hospitals, There were a few from St. Annes acros the street but not as many as from elsewhere. I did my shift and drove that week to the motel and slept till 9:00 A.M. or so
The Night Before & All through Dallas:

The 23rd of November 1963 in Dallas, Texas was a busy one and I was privy to a good deal of the activity from my nest at the Cabana Motel. I got back from a date with a Surgical Nurse as I had the night off early. I had almost gone to her place but her sister was coming there at the last minute so about 8:00 P.M. I returned to the Motel to shave and shower and as I was horned was looking for a lady. I had been told no women that week at either the Motel or the Safe House as it was being renovated and the operation disbanded. I had talked to Gino and he was pretty elusive (Even for him) and had told me the "CLEANERS" were there and that there was to be a lot of changes. We all knew that CLEANERS were never good news, These people are sent into a situation when it has to be wiped clean of any past it had and as often as not those involved in the past of the operation are terminated as well. This had been on my mind since talking to Gino but I had decided that I had to ride it out. That ache in the stomach was there though and when your in with people like I was in bed with at the time you are always prone to be paranoid. I had taken it out in sex and now that, that was not available I was pretty tense when I got back to the Motel. As I had said earlier the parking was a mess as the Pepsi Cola bunch were in town and that convention was what I figure was the attraction that had filled all the Motels and Hotels. I guess I was lucky to have a room. I was also a bit concerned that John Roselli was to meet with Jake and I the next day.

I had cleaned up and was on the way out when I saw Ruth Ann Martinez coming out the door of the next room and I asked her if she needed a lift anywhere, Hit Lady or not she looked real good that night and of course she said nooo in her Spanish accent that was so sexy. I also saw a guy I thought was James Frattiano come around a corner and duck into one of the far rooms. I had known him from Burglaries we had done around Los Angeles through his contacts and around Sacramento too where he had a club and a contracting business. I drove over to Abe Weinstine's place (Abe was the A.G.V.A. head in town and had a nice strip club near the Carousel) Lo and behold John Roselli is there, Which should not have surprised me and he is at Abes table in the rear of the room and is the Big Cheese of the A.G.V.A. on for the Mob on the West Coast. We nod to one another but I realize that I should not go over. Its one of the things one can sense in the business I was in. Whatever that was, smile.
and went to clean the Safe House, Then over to The Circus Lounge,, Food,, & Orders and to work. The Motel was full and I saw a lot of old faces but the big deal was when a Limo let out Richard Nixon who went into Sturges room for a half hour or so. That was on the 21st of November the night before the Hit Parade though I really never saw that coming?? The Pepsi Convention was what I thought everyone was into. Jim Brading was in and out of a bunch of rooms and I thought that Jim Frattiano was in one of the rooms but never was sure as I only saw the guy at a distance and he was getting into a car. It was old times week as far as the Revolting Revolutionaries and Mob Connected Guys and Politicos went around at Motel. I shall give an accounting of everyone I knew in the end of this book and just where and how I knew them and if I saw them in Dallas prior to the Hit parade. Theres a bunch of them,, It seems that someone somewhere had called a Convention other than the Pepsi one and invited every Gypsy, Tramp Mobster and Politician available to come.

The night before Nov. 22, was a very, very busy night both at the Cabana Motel and The Egyptian Lounge. I had been told to be at a meeting by Jake at the lower Cafeteria at Baysors Gaston Ave. side of the Building at 11:00 A.M.. We had met there before so it did not seem unusual to me. All the activity and moving out to the Motel did though and I said so. I regretted not being able to go watch the President whiz through the downtown though, as by then it had been well touted though the route was still a question. Jake said it was important that I make that meeting as John Roselli was going to be there, WOW,, That was something. That nite when I came into the lot, there was only 2 parking places in the Motel lot and I was pissed as I had to walk to my room from the far side of the lot. I told Maria the girl at the desk but she smiled and said, "Lots of visitors tonight but tips were big and at least now there was a parking place as a lot of that evening there had been none. I washed up changed clothes and headed to the Egyptian Lounge for a beer before going to bed.
I did not stay long as I had hoped that Alice Alexander might be there as she often took a few minutes there to see her friend Paula in the evenings. Here I was off work and no lady to be with, I talked to Paula and she said I had just missed Alice. Paula was pretty too and I tried but she was busy later she said. I never liked the Carousel because of Ruby so I did not climb the stairs to that dark and over Red place. I made a few other bars and wound up at a very crowded Egyptian Lounge and got a seat with 2 Pepsi Guys that were nice enough to let me sit at their table. The babes that were there were all busy and a lot of them were either on the hustle or from the rich groupies bunch that came there for thrills from their boredom. I had been with 2 of them in the past but that was not to be repeated that night. I could have had a couple of thousand dollars in hand that night in a two dollar Whore House and been passed over as far as a woman went... It was time to go back to the motel and look at pictures and take the matter in hand, laugh.

I got back and as I said earlier the parking was better but there still was a lot of cars there and some were pretty nice too. It was a noisy night at the Motel and if I had not been told by Jake to keep a low profile I would have confronted the fuckin Spanish people in the parking lot for their machinegun loud talking. Maritina Lorenz and Ruth Ann Martinez were there and about 7 young Cuban types were horning around them, The door to the room next door was wide open and the party was going big time, The smell of the grass was over powering even with the door closed. I must say that when I went for ice Maritina gave me a puff of her joint and a big smile too. Frank Sturges came about midnight and as I could not sleep I was writing a few letters (I was always one to keep in touch with everyone I knew even those that never wrote back, It was one of the things that made me popular with both Giancana and a few others. Morgan, Roselli and a lot of others sent cards once in a blue moon, That was o.k. as when I came in town I was always welcome in their circles because of my letters, I believe. Del Graham did reply just about letter for letter though he had Babs or one of his Gals write it for him.) That night I wrote Giancana, Del, A gal named Tina in Miami and Mitch Werbelle in North Carolina. I had a small lamp on the table and often turned it off to look see what was up outside. The party subsided to a giant roar around 11:30 and was dead at midnight, Just like that those Cubans and friends quit their loud yakking. I was happy and sat in the dark wondering about the meeting Munyan with Roselli. He had looked dapper but very tired earlier that night.

As I sat watching the comers and the goers I saw Frank Sturges and Eugenio Martinez (I do not think he was
related to Ruth Ann.) standing in the light of the room next door. I had left a crack in the curtain open and I could see and not be seen. They got in a car and went off for 10 minutes and I was tempted to dress and grab the spot, smile, but I did not. The light from the open door next to mine did not close and though shadows went back and forth it was pretty quiet, at least for Latin's. The guys returned with 2 six packs of Pearl beer and went inside and soon a stretch limo came up and who gets out but Richard Milhous Nixon in person. He has a top coat on and a hat but his nose and profile can't be mistaken. Frank is waiting for him and a bodyguard type stands guard outside my window and lights up. The driver is another bruiser and I just watch. I figure its some of "GROUP 40s" crap as Nixon was the father of that bunch. We all knew that. Nixon is in the room next door and the light is gone so the door was closed, He stays a good 20 minutes perhaps 30 or 35 and then into the car with his goons and the word Adolphus is mentioned so I figure there off to that hotel. Sturges and Rodriguez leave after 10 minutes more and never did come back. I guess I dozed off as I woke from sleeping on my letter and went to bed. I got up on the morning of the 22\textsuperscript{nd} of November 1963 and did drive over to the Holland House though Geno had told me my services were not needed. I parked on the street as 2 cars were in the driveway. One actually had D.C. diplomatic plates ??? I decided it best to just drive to Baylor Truett Hospital and kill some time at a book store on the way. Gads, did I have a Mother of a headache...
The HIT PARADE: November 22, 1963, Dallas, Texas.

So here we are at that day of infamy, I shall try to put it in order from this scribbled note book. Seeing John Roselli at Abe Weinsburgs Colony Club at 1322 Commerce St. had reminded me that I had a meeting with him and Jake Miranda in the morning. I had gone a few other places then back to the Cabana. The little sleep I got was quite sound but when I got the A.M. Call it was like a boxers bell and the fight was in my head. The ache of the night before booze was quite noticeable. I have a pretty fair record of the time after this thing went down all the way to leaving Dallas and the Agency as well as the Mob fun and games. From the moment I was enlightened that there had been shots fired at the President I knew we were somehow involved. I also felt the paranoia that comes from such fears, That there was the possibility that my days were numbered. Hell I had known a lot of people "CLEANED" because they had slight knowledge out of their boxes. It was a scary time.

After some time at the Book Store, and the stop at the Doughnut Shop, I headed to Baylor for my appointment, It was probably 10:15 A.M. when I left the shop, I had bought a book I had ordered by Fawn Brodie, "No man knows my history" the history of Joseph Smith. I parked in the guest lot as I did not have a place though I could have had one. That was because I seldom brought the car, preferring to walk.

I had seen all the anti Kennedy stuff in the paper. It was a whole damn page and the Hunts had put it in there, I had also picked up a couple of the leaflets that were everywhere that stated that Kennedy was a traitor. I really mean they were everywhere,,, I guess the Hunts had a plane drop them all over Dallas and I heard Ft. Worth too was covered. Even then I did not give a thought of the possibility of the President being shot at, Hell,,, Now I look back at it and say "How the Hell did I miss all the Quos." Of course I like everyone else in my circle had no love for the Kennedys at all. It was after the assassination that everyone became instant Kennedy fans... Such hypocrisy.

I was a bit put off that I had this meeting and would not get to see the parade. I entered the Gaston Avenue side of the Truett Medical Center (Baylor) Hospital as I always did. Security in hospitals was low key in those days. Then I headed over to the lower level cafeteria that was about 11:20 A.M. It says in this note book but that seems wrong as I
DID NOT THINK I HAD KILLED THAT MUCH TIME FROM THE BOOK STORE TO THE HOSPITAL BUT THAT'S WHAT THE BOOK SAYS. SURE ENOUGH, JAKE MIRANDA AND JOHN ROSELLI WERE WAITING BOTH DAPPER AS USUAL. THEY HAD COFFEE AND A SANDWICH SO I GUESS THEY HAD NOT BEEN THERE LONG. I WENT AND GOT COFFEE AND ANOTHER SWEET ROLL AS THOUGH I WAS NOT SWEET ENOUGH FROM BOUGING DOUGHNUTS, SMILE. HELL, THERE WAS PLENTY OF TIME AS MY SHIFT STARTED AT 3:00 P.M. AND I USUALLY WAS IN THE DOCTORS LOUNGE TO CHANGE INTO MY SCRUB SUIT AT 2:25 OR 2:30 P.M. IN THOSE TIMES IT WAS CONSIDERED AN ARCH CRIME TO WEAR YOUR SCRUB SUIT OUT IN PUBLIC, I FEEL IT STILL SHOULD BE. JOHN LOOKED A BIT DOWN THOUGH HE GOT UP AND SHOOK HANDS WITH ME AND THANKED ME FOR ALL THE CARDS I HAD SENT OVER THE TIME AWAY FROM THE WEST COAST. JAKE STAYED SEATED AND BOTH SMILED BUT IT WAS A HURRIED SMILE AND SERIOUSNESS WAS IN THEIR EYES. I WONDERED IF I WAS ON THE CARPET. JOHN SAID A FEW THINGS ABOUT IT BEING A LONG WAY FROM VEGAS AND L.A., AND GAVE ME A VERBAL GREETING FROM BOTH DEL GRAHAM AND BABBIS. HE MENTIONED A LOT OF THE GUYS WE BOTH KNEW, LEGIT AND NOT SO LEGIT, SMILE. IT WAS A GOOD HOUR OF SMALL TALK AND REMINISCENCES OF PAST TIMES. THERE WAS TALK OF CASTRO AND THE CUBA WOES AND THE PROBLEMS PEPSI WAS HAVING OVER THE SUGAR PRICES AND THE HOPES THEY MIGHT GET CASTRO OUT ONE WAY OR ANOTHER TOO.

THEN CAME THE TIME FOR THE BUSINESS OF THIS MEET TO START, THE SAFE HOUSE ON HOLLAND AVE. WAS BEING CONVERTED INTO AN APARTMENT FOR ME AND I WAS TO MOVE BACK INTO IT ON NOVEMBER 25TH AS IT WOULD BE READY THEN. THE PHONE WOULD BE CHANGED AND ALL SIGNS THAT ITS PAST USE WOULD NO LONGER EXIST. THAT'S WHAT CLEANERS DO. THAT SOUNDED GOOD TO ME BUT THE NEXT SHOE TO HIT THE FLOOR DREW SOME PROTEST FROM ME. I WAS TO BE USED MOST LIKELY THIS DAY (I FIGURED THEY WANTED ME TO GET SOME PENTOTHAL OR SOME OTHER DRUGS OUT OF THE O.R., I HAD DONE THAT FOR WALLACE A COUPLE OF TIMES BUT WAS NOT AT ALL PLEASED TO DO SO.) NO IT WAS NOT THAT KIND OF USE, HE SAID IT WAS SIMPLE STUFF AND HE WOULD TELL ME WHEN IT WAS TIME. THAT WAS IT FOR NOW??? IT WAS VERY IMPORTANT THOUGH JOHN SAID. IT WAS SOME EVENT IN THE MAKING ???. OH WELL I HAD THESE MASTERS AND THEY WERE MASTERS OF INTRIGUE SO I WAS PATIENT AND QUESTIONED NO MORE. I COULD TELL THAT JAKE WAS IN THE KNOW AS WAS ROSELLI BUT THEY WERE VERY VAGUE. SO WE SAT AND READ THE PAPERS AND SMALL TALKED AND KILLED TIME.
The time went by and about 11:45 A.M. John went to make a
phone call on the pay telephone near the cafeteria. He left
the phone and came back and asked me if I had been sure to
deliver the I.D. and Pilots papers that I had made to Chauncey
Holt that morning. I assured him I had done so but I had given
them to him the day before. He went back to the phone and
was on it until just after 12:40 A.M. when he came back to
the table. He was visibly shaken and I had never seen him like
that before. John passed a look to Jake Miranda and they
were "IN THE KNOW" though I was not and said, "Our services
will not be needed here, just go about your shift as you
would normally." Then they both excused themselves and left
after telling me I should see Jake the next day for important
orders having to do with my status as far as the Holland
Ave. Safe House went.

We had passed the time talking of Pepsi and the Sugar
costs as well as the Freeport Sulphur and Mining Co. where
we had had training as well as meetings on getting Castro
and Co. near New Orleans. That was the last time I had seen
John before this time. That Co. Building was a hotbed for
Bannisters bunch of commandos and counter revolutionaries.
They had run the Lake Ponchertraine and other covert actions
out of there as well as a language school. I had been uneasy
for the very first time with John and Jake and could not
place the reason why. It was probably their knowing
something and my not being in on it, but I was used to that
sort of thing and it should not have bothered me. It was not
long thereafter that someone came in yelling "THEY SHOT
THE PRESIDENT !!", Well there and then I figured that John
and Jake knew something about it. Of course I was shaken but
then everyone else was excited as well so I doubt that it was
noticed. I had that feeling of fear that one gets in their gut
when something frightens the hell out of you. I went through
the motions of going to the Doctors Lounge and changing to
my scrub suit. Then I went to a case that was scheduled to
start an half hour or so later and after scrubbing in, I set
up the tables and Mayo stands as it was a thoracic case and
the patient was brought in as I was still setting up. The case
started, the rib cage was opened and we worked on the lung.
It was a long procedure and after it was done I helped stock
the room then did some O.R. Supply Room work like
autoclaving packs and so on. At 11:00 my shift was up and I
went for a drink at the Egyptian Lounge and it was crowded
but not with the people I knew.

"Mac" Wallace was there though but he left just as I
was coming in. He nodded to me but we did not talk. Everyone
at work had been talking about the shooting and now it was
the same here. I kept my mouth shut and listened and the T.V.
was on and all sorts of rumors were going around," They had
caught the guy that had done it the T.V. said and sure as hell I knew that name it was Lee Oswald, the guy I had been told was Jack Ruby's lover ??? I do not think the picture of Oswald was on that night but I am not sure. I was pretty shaken, I knew that Roselli and Miranda were with me when the thing went down and they were not in on it ???? WERE THEY ????. I had to see Jake that night but when I drove over to The Circus Lounge it was closed up early ????. That had never happened to me before. I would see him in the morning before I went to work. I went to my room at the Motel and the lot was pretty full though it was not the cars I knew, The girl at the desk said it was the convention and people that were here to gawk at Dallas because of the shooting. My room did not have a T.V., This was a time before all Motel rooms had T.V. and Air Conditioning, However it had the latter though all one needed now was the gas heater in the wall. It was a nice room though, I had a fitful night and slept late in the A.M. waking around noon and rushing over to Jake's club near Fair Park. It was my day off so I did not have to go to work. I remembered after I got there, Jake had the place closed but let me in and there were a couple of others there who I knew were connected guys. Jake got right down to business and told me that I was to put in my notice and go to Parkland Hospital and see a lady in Personnel about working there in the O.R.. It was all set up in both Hospitals and I was to stay at Baylor another week then go to work at Parkland. I was to put in for the job the next week. I was told that the "CLEANERS" were finished with the Safe house and now it was my coach house apartment and that was all set as well. I could move in anytime and I was to start making reports of any talk I could hear on the killing of the President and so on to Jake nightly as soon as I started at Parkland. It was mind-boggling, and I was pretty shaken. However, Jake assured me that we were the good guys and had nothing to do with the Hit... I was very suspicious as things were happening so fast and I was acquainted with everyone that was seemingly involved in this thing.

I moved into the apartment and it was very nice to say the least. I did not hear about Oswald being hit until the day after as I had no T.V. set and preferred to listen to classical music rather than the radio. Actually I do not think I wanted to know any more about all this business. When I went to Miranda's place before work the next day the news that Ruby had killed Oswald was everywhere. Ruby was in Jail and that was that. I went to work and my quitting was already known by the head nurse in the O.R. without my even going to personal. I saw the Hiring and Firing lady the next day and it had been all taken care of for me. I then went over to Parkland and saw the Personnel lady there that I had been told to see and was taken to the O.R. Head Nurse on days and told when to report. I took off a few days that week and
Pretty much moved back into the new apartment. I did not have a lot of stuff just clothes a radio, a record player and books. I always had books galore. Still do. It was a new thing and I was set to enjoy life, or so I thought. The furnishings in the apartment were second hand but very nice and tasteful for a bachelor pad. The place was new plastered and the room set up gave me a kitchenette, a living room, a bedroom and a nice bath shower off that as well. Life was looking up. The place had been carpeted too with a nice soft light tan carpet that I was sure would stain easily. A vacuum cleaner had been left for me and that was new. I went over to Safeway a block away and got a whole bunch of groceries and a case of Pearl beer. Now I kicked back and called Maria over to have fun and games in this new pad. I had decided that I did not have to work much that week.
The Confessions of Paradox Man!

There are times in this life that one can be near danger and yet be so fascinated by it that it does not matter. Like that moth that must fly into the flame that will consume it; I had my time in the days after J.F.K. and John Connally were shot. There never is a plan for such things, they just happen and like that avalanche that starts with a pebble of ice rolling down a hill they escalate to the great terror that never leaves one's memory or heart. This is such an event in my life and indeed it has never stopped chilling me... Even now in writing it as I look at my notes on that conversation from this 40+ year old note book I recently retrieved, I wonder at the danger I was in at that time. The notebook I will quote from as I penned it that night after talking with this multi-evil and yet very talented and educated man. The reason I go to the book for my relating this is that I remember it slightly differently; However the points that I remember as being different are the places and not the conversation. It is 43 years later and I have learned that the speed I was living then are better served if I use my notes rather than my mind though in most instances they are in accord. So here is the story of the J.F.Kennedy shooting from the horses mouth and it has NEVER been told by me before this time. When I quote from the little brown engineers book from that time I will put it in quotation marks and large case letters of italics, but first I must talk of that day. I am not exactly sure what day it was as the book does not date it but it was within the week after the 22* and Rubensteine had been tucked away in jail and Lee Oswald was dead. I had spent a night with a Surgical Nurse Maria from Osteopathic Hospital the night before, Actually, I had spent several nights with her at my new apartment.

About that apartment, There was no trace of the place that had been the Safe House on Holland Ave. The Cleaners (A man and woman team, From who knows what Agency) had seen to that. In fact the last time I had been inside was when Geno was there in charge of a map room that had replaced my apartment. These were not maps of Dallas as far as I could see but maps of Mexico and the Gulf as well as the south eastern United States. I was only there minutes before Geno ushered me out but that's what I saw. There was not a trace of the old place and even the wall structure and plumbing was new. Be that as it was I will now relate how I got to hear the full story of the Greatest Show of the 20th Century... I had left Maria who was going to work at her hospital that A.M. and it was pretty early. I had all the intentions of heading over to Fair Park and seeing Jake Miranda and eating then going to work at Baylor in the
Afternoon as I had called in on sick time for a couple of days knowing I was switching Hospitals the following Monday. Jake being my Case Officer was the one I had to report to and I knew for sure that he called Roselli in California or Del Graham and who knows who from the D.I.S.C. after we talked daily. This day I was let in the Circus Lounge by a very serious Jake and a couple of Mobsters were there eating Rancho Havardos or however Spanish Omelets are spelled, already. There were several made guys that came there for all their meals, I knew most of them from Campsie's places. They came and left all the time before and after hours as did I. There was a lot of stuff going down at that place like several other bars and restaurants around town. Most of these people only eat and drank coffee even though those places all served. This particular day I went in and sat at the bar and was served by Jake himself as the help were off as he was closed in honor of Kennedy's demise like a lot of places there in Dallas that week.

"I had, had my eggs and bacon and was talking with Jake about some trivia and in came Melcolm "Mac" Wallace, He's already into the sauce and says he was at the Club house H.L. Hunt had outside of town all night. I was in no mood to talk to "Mac" as on the best days when he was drinking he might take a swing at someone and it might even be you. However Jake tells me to sit with him in the rear Labyrinth so he will have someone to talk at and not bother the people in front. I did this and had a beer after several coffees. It was then that I decided to call in sick again as Mac was buying and I had taken a shot of his flasks joy juice of potent nature. There's no greater NO NO than showing up to scrub surgery with booze on ones breath never mind having got past the sober area."

"Mac was in a conspirators mode of talk and as he drained his silver flask he got more talkative on that "BASTARD KENNEDY", He also got louder and Jake took me aside and asked me to try and get him to go elsewhere. I suggested that and we did leave. We headed in his car over to a motel in Fort Worth and damn if he did not have a couple of gals there. We got laid and these gals spoke only Spanish, There was no money exchanged so I don't think they were whores, just 2 gals that had an apartment in this low class mostly Mexican Motel/Apartment complex. We stayed there and sent one of the gals out for a double six pack of beer for me and some Tequila for Mac. Mac was talking of the HIT like I was in on the damn thing. He knew me "Sure," but I had no inkling of what had gone down until this time. The girls could not understand a bit of English and between sexual fun and games they busied themselves with serving us as well.
AS DOING HOUSEHOLD CHOICES, I TOOK IT THAT THEY WORKED OR RAN
THE HOTEL. AFTER THAT DAY I NEVER SAW THEM OR THAT PLACE
AGAIN."

"MAC STATED THAT THE NIGHT BEFORE THE KILLING HE HAD
BEEN AT A MEETING AFTER HE LEFT THE EGYPTIAN LOUNGE AT CLINT
MURCHISON'S PLACE. (I OF COURSE HAD HEARD OF THE PLACE BUT
HAD NEVER BEEN THERE, IT WAS OUT OF MY LEAGUE. CLIFF HAD BEEN
ONE OF THE BIG WIGS AT THE GAMES DOLAN RAN FOR THE TEXAS
Mafia Bunch in the Adolphis and in a Houston Hotel Called
THE LA MAR.. I HAD BEEN AT THOSE GAMES AS A "STICK" FOR DOLAN
AND KNEW MOST OF THE BIG WIG PLAYERS INCLUDING MURCHISON AND
JOHNSON AND CREW. THE FINAL GO AHEAD WAS GIVEN TO MAC
AFTER A MEETING IN A DEN OFF THE MAIN PARTY THAT A LOT OF REAL
BIG WIGS ATTENDED. HE NAMED THESE PEOPLE AND I KEPT GOING TO
THE BATHROOM (FASCINATED WITH THE STORY) AND WRITING THEM
DOWN ON PAPERS AND NAPKINS EVEN TOILET PAPER. IT GOES LIKE A
LIST OF WHO'S WHO IN TEXAS AS WELL AS IN POLITICS. AT FIRST I
THOUGHT IT WAS BULL SHIT BUT AS HE WOKE ON AND THE FIREWATER
WAS CONSUMED I STARTED BELIEVING THIS FASCINATING STORY,
COULD IT ALL BE TRUE ?"

"THE LIST GOES LIKE THIS:,, There was this meeting at
Murchison's mansion on Nov. 21, 1963 around 7:00 through
9:00 or 9:30 P.M. They called it a "VICTORY PARTY" for
Lyndon Baines Johnson who was soon to be president !!! Mac
Wallace had been L.B.J.'s HITMAN for years taking his
contracts through Clifford Carter. That was well known in
the circles I traveled in those days so I was really hooked
with the babble of the now saturated Mac Wallace..."
"Heil, Heil,, The Gangs all there !!!

"The hit had been planned first in N.Y.C. at a baseball field, then in Miami, then in Chicago's Soldiers Field. All had failed for one reason or another and all had been planned at Sykes, La. With different players though Mac had been in charge of training and setting it all up under Clifford Carter who is Lyndon's Lawyer and they both went back to his days on the Box 13 scandals while he was in congress. Johnson was always known to be corrupted and a big time thief in Texas. In fact he was on his way to a censuring by the Government over his deals on the box 13 grain thefts until Kennedy got hit. All the big wigs were at this party however the ones that were not in the know thought it was supposed to be for Richard Nixon and J. Edgar Hoover to be recognized for some award or other. Everyone was in town for the Pepsi Cola Convention and L.B.J. had been there all afternoon. I noted that I had seen Nixon at the Cabana that night as well in Frank Sturges gals room. Mac said that after the speeches and meeting which everyone that went to the meeting within the meeting in a separate room was enlightened and AGREED that John F. Kennedy was to be shot the next day. Some did not know the particulars but they all agreed to it and Hoover had everyone sign a paper to that effect and Johnson also had a separate signed sheet of this paper, So it was a conspiracy of the big wigs in that room with no doubts."

Glide Tolson was the driver that took L.B.J., Mac Wallace, John J. Mc Cloy, a man called Bishop and Cliff Carter to Pat Kirkwood's "THE CELLER" in Ft. Worth after the "Victory Party" at Murchisons mansion. The party was continued he said long after they left. There were a lot of people there who were not in the know. Lyndon was raving and was really venting with statements that after tomorrow that fucking Kennedy Bastard would never bother him again and that Connally and Yarborough would be out of his hair for good. Later Cliff Carter went through a check list of the HIT PERSONS they had ready, It was deemed that they had plenty of Hit men and a couple of Hit women in the area if needed. Cliff told Mac "This is the convention of professional killers rather than the convention of the Pepsi Cola Co." and he laughed that one off. Mac was in charge and the planning had been done to the person that would hit the three people to be shot that next day right down to the amount of bullets to be used.

"The people on the insiders meeting at the Murchison mansion were as follow,, Clint Peoples, Mac Wallace, Bill Decker, Clint Murchison, H.L. Hunt, Cliff Carter, John Connally, W.O.
Bankston, Carlos Marcello, John Roselli, Joseph P. Dugan, Richard Nixon, Sam Gianciana, Carlos Marcello, Joe Civello, Don Smith, Joe Yarbrough, Jack Rubenstein, Maurice Bishop, Clay Bertram, Jack Grimm, Larry Campbell, George Brown, John J. McGloy, Amon G. Carter, Clide Tolson, J. Edgar Hoover, Earle Cabell, B.R. Sheffield, John Currington, R.L. Thornton and David W. Ferrie. All of these people signed an affidavit that they wanted Kennedy killed the next day and not just one paper but two, one that J. E. Hoover had Clide Tolson take and the one Johnson folded and took in his suit breast pocket. There were a lot of others at that party and just a few are Shirley Pauling, Gordon McLendon, Don Newbury, Phill Elliott, David Blair, Lex D. Owens, Neil Spelege, Frank Cormier, Madline Brown, Val Imm, Dick Kantazer, Helen Thomas, Ted Powers and Frank Cormier, There were others plus a number of household and catering servant types. There were a few body guards and chauffeurs as well as 3 workers that were used in other capacities for the party, (A gardener and two Mtng. people).

"Most of the first list were not involved directly in the KILLING TEAMS, however a few were they were, Cliff Carter, Carlos Marcello, Jack Grimm Jack Rubenstein, Mac Wallace, George Reese, & Cliff Carter. These were the people that were at the party at Murchisons Ranch that also actually were on the HIT TEAMS. According to Mac there were 26 people on these teams and they were as follow.

Command Area at on the second floor of the T.S.B.O. 
Cliff Carter
Carlos Marcello
Jack Rubenstein
George Reese

In the alley behind the fence and above the so called Grass Knoll.

Clide Foust
John Ernst
Jack Grimm
Joseph P. Duggan

Under the bridge in case the President was not shot and above in the R.R. area

(These people were never used)

Charles Harrelson
Percy Chauny Holt
Charles Fredrick Rogers
A man called "Dimitri" from AGCC

Roof of the County Records Building

Harry Weatherford
Roger Craig
Richard Scalzetti
Michael Victor Mertz (Jean Souetrie)
The Sixth Floor of the Texas Book Depository in the nest and other set up areas

Ruth Ann Martinez
Lee Harvey Oswald (Under a spell according to Mac)

Malcom "MAC" Wallace
Lawrence Loy Factor

The Dal Tex Building The team was supposed to be on top but had problems???

Eugene Hale Brady
Frank Fiorelli (Sturges)
Rafial "CHI CHI" Quintero
Richard Cain

This is the listing of who was there as shooting teams on November 22nd 1963 according to Malcolm "MAC" Wallace who was second in command of the whole shooting match. By the time he had to telling this remarkable relation of his own guilt as well as the others I was sure he was telling the truth. He was drinking hard and he was a violent man as well as a very well known Hit Man and enforcer around Texas. I was worried that the knowledge I had gleaned would cause my demise as well.

This man had no conscience I knew and if he felt threatened he would do the killing just to be sure. It crossed my mind to nail him but the girls would have known and I sure would not do a "no witness cleaning job". I had only killed in self preservation in combat to that time and decided that because Wallace did drink and forget that my changes were pretty good if I got out of there as soon as he passed out. He told me his job was to Kill John Connally not the President but he got both of them. The girls had cuddled up with us Me on the couch and Mac went to the bedroom. Soon thereafter he was passed out and I too had a buzz on from the beer but fear had sobered me up. I put my clothes on and the girl was a bit tipsy too and wanted to give me a blow job, I let her and she passed out with my limp cock in her mouth and the bottle in her hand. I got up dressed and left the place. Mac was passed out and so were both ladies all pretty much naked. I did put sera type blankets over everyone before I left. I went to a nearby bar and got a guy to bring me back to Dallas for a fee. Maria was at the Apt and asleep I showered and crawled in with her and passed out too. The next day I told Miranda I had got rid of Wallace in a bar. He seemed not to care. The next day after that I saw Wallace and he seemed no wiser to what he had told me and we had a drink at a place over on Oak Lawn Ave. That was after I had been to work at Baylor. I was still worried that Mac might remember what he told me but it never happened and if he remembered that day at all he must have decided he had not told me what he had. I have kept this a secret to this day and finally it has to be written at least for history's sake as well as my peace of
mind. There were others that I talked to that corroborated the facts or part of the facts I had got from Mac Wallace that day later. One was John Roselli and Del Graham knew the facts as well and assumed I did too when later we had ownership of the Circus of the Philippines that I managed for the Mob with both of them for partners. That is what I know of the John F. Kennedy killing and that much I am sure, IF the right people had known what I knew would have caused me to be dust for the roses as they say. A lot of people with much less knowledge of these events had bit the dust from "Accidents" or other impossible deaths.

"The cleaners really had a hay day after November 22nd. I kept it all inside and seemingly that worked. Just about all those that were involved, that I knew, are deceased and most died natural deaths, a few did not though. John Roselli, Wallace and Sam Giancana I know were killed over this shit. Del Graham lived a long life, Loy Factor went back to Oklahoma and got into more trouble but lived a good while and died naturally, Clifford Carter robbed and who knows what else, for years till he died naturally, Carlos Marcello, George Reese, John Ernst, Glide Foust, Jack Grimm, Harry Weatherford, Roger Craig, Richard Scalzetti, Ruth Ann Martinez, Frank Sturges, all lived as far as I know to enjoy their profits from the killing. Jack Rubensteine died supposedly of cancer in prison, Who knows. Lee Oswald was shot by Rubensteine almost immediately after the killing of the President, Roger Craig I have no idea about, Charles Harrelson is still in a Texas prison for killing some judge later, Charles Fredrick Rogers after killing his parents disappeared along the O.N.I./C.I.A. Rat lines to South America where he taught TORTURE to others in that business for the agency. Some say the little sadistic but talented prick died in the jungles plying that trade down there, Who knows?

Chauncey Holt was still around the last I heard, Ruth Ann Martinez I heard was the lady in the black and white polka dot dress at the Robert Kennedy shooting?? James Brading is supposed to have been in on that one too, I saw him 10 years back in Denver. Richard Cain was killed in a Pizza Parlor on Bellmont ave. in Chicago a Mob hit or an accident during a robbery I am not sure? Sam Giancana got killed in his basement where I had been a number of times by the Mob, John Roselli got it out on a fishing trip with Mob friends and was cut up and put in a barrel that floated to Biscayne Bay and was fished out by authorities. Chi Chi Quintaro went on to greater killings but of late I have heard little of his exploits, he too may be dead now but he's on the international scale so who knows, Joe P. Duggan went out to rob a coin collection with 2 Chicago Boys, I was offered in on that one, but decided not to do it, a few million in hot gold coins was involved, I never saw or heard of Joe again???
Mertz/Souëtre from the Corsican Course a pro international spy/cleaner type I last heard was in a French Prison. That pretty much covers the Hit Teams of the John F. Kennedy case as much as I knew and know that is. It must have been very hard for Jack Grimm the millionaire playboy to keep his mouth shut over all this. He went on to look for the "Titanic" and some think he found its propeller and also into all sorts of Criptozoology hunts such as the Abominable Snowman and the Flying Saucers and the Goat Sucker in Puerto Rico. He was a nice guy in many ways A multi-Millionaire and never one to flaunt it. He liked risks and hung out with regular people. I liked him as a friend and wonder as to how he kept quiet all these years. We were friends a long time. I do not know if he's still alive or not but killer or not he was a very likeable guy.

Lyndon B. Johnson was the person that instrumented that killing with prejudice and if he had had his way both Yarborough and Connally would have died as well. Perminex and the Defense Intelligence Security Command had their hands into the pie as the puppet masters as I see it over Johnson as their puppet. That's where Ferrie, Banister and the Niclé mining Co came in around New Orleans, And of course we were all put together after the failures at the fiasco in Cuba.
Monday came and I started the new job at Parkland Hospital. Every city has one, The Hospital where the melting pot of humanity and its Public wards end up. New Orleans has Charity, N.Y.C. has Bellevue, Seattle has Harborview, Chicago has Cook County, and so on. After being at Baysors massive x shaped first class 30 Operating rooms I was not thrilled to be at Parkland. Soon I got into the routine though. In the morning I would be scheduled a case, Sometimes a second one and sometimes an emergency case. Then after noon was spent cleaning or making up packs for the next day and I detested that. So I always volunteered for whatever was going on to be in scrub. Twice a week there were afternoon tubule legations most of which had been court ordered. Wow,,, Texas sure had a heavy hand with its courts. Sometimes I'd get 20 or so cases of that order one after the other. There were always emergency room cases brought up to surgery and they could be interesting, Shootings, Stabbings, Automobile accidents and whatever. Once in awhile there were cases that were brought in from other places and put in vacant rooms. I was in and out of the Doctors Lounge and kept an ear to the ground the months after the Killing of J.F.K., I heard a lot of unrelated gossip from the mouths of the Doctors on the subject and it was always put in my ever present note books. I gave the sheets to Jake every evening after work. I was working days and only a regular 5 day week. My days alternated and twice a month were including weekends. (No scheduled surgery then). I took Call once a week if possible just like at Baylor and as in Baylor I slept in the O.R. on a stretcher.

It became very routine. I saw Alice Alexander a few times and listened to her take on the Ruby stuff, They had tried to see "PINKEY" as she called Ruby a few times but no one was let see him. She thought he was a part of the big picture but was not sure. I saw Jada three times after that and she said Marcello was into the Killing as was Ferrie and Banister, Hell I knew that, but could not figure what they had done. They all had alibis Mac had assured me that night. Somehow about 4 months later I came to the Security Chiefs notice at the Hospital. He had no proof but felt I was spying on the Doctors for some reason, It was either quit or he was going to make my life hell because he had found out I had a minor record and I had not stated it in my application. So I was out and talked it over with Jake who called Roselli and I was told that I was to stay in the apt. A few days later I talked to Del on the phone and he felt that all of us were marked for knowing too much. Roselli had stated similar thoughts and was not trusting Jake anymore. He wanted direct counsel
FROM ME WITHOUT JAKE KNOWING WE TALKED. IT WAS GETTING PRETTY COMPLICATED.

**Leave of absence from the Defense Intelligence Agency.**

I talked to Jake Miranda about leaving Dallas & it was O.K. by him as I had no job at present as far as he was concerned. I did not tell him that Roselli and I had talked behind his back or that Del Graham and I had felt that we were all marked and by the D.I.S.C. at that. So he got the O.K. for me to go out with carnivals but I was to keep monthly reports coming to him as to where I was. Yah...Right... I packed up and drove to Denver that next day. Was I running for my life ??? I had got paranoid so I had taken out the good old I.D. kit and gone got a real Social Security card and made one of my own Drivers Licenses as well as a couple of Canadian Passports I had left blank but now I put under 2 names other than mine. I headed out.

Denver was the same as ever and I took a room in the Columbia Hotel I worked out of the Temporary Co. called Handy Andy just to keep busy as I had plenty of money saved up. I stashed it in the spare tire of the Ford. It was Carnival time and I decided a few weeks later to go to Great Falls, Montana to hit Siebrand Bros. Carnival and Circus again. They were not advertised in the "Billboard" which was now the new "Amusement Business Magazine." There is a Route listing and mail listing in that magazine on a weekly basis that carnies all over Canada and the U.S.A. can refer to. I had got a Greyhound bus ticket but decided to go by freight with an Indian friend on the Burlington Northern Line. I had the trucks and stuff stashed in a barn down off Larimer Street and a guy named Charley from the Smalldomes Family had the care of that building. I talked to him and the Mob would buy the equipment and trucks from me plus dispose of the Ford for me. All I had to do was take the plates off the ford and leave it down by Cherry Creek in back of Lande Mfg. Go near the P.O. off 15th Street.

Eddie and I did this and that afternoon we headed out on a freight in an open box car. I of course did not let Eddie Jesseppe or anyone else know that my pack had plenty of money in it as well as a 32 Cal. Snub nose Harrington and Richardson pistol that had once been Sam Giancana in it. The trip to Great Falls was not remarkable though I lost Eddie at a stop over where the train lost its engine while we were side tracked for them to wait while another train passed us. Eddie went with some other Indians who had opened a box car and found a treasure of Wine and Beer inside. I wanted no part of those shinnanigans and when the train was hooked up again I left a bunch of very happy and Drunk Indians down by
THE RIVER HAVING THE TIME OF THEIR LIFE WITH CASES OF WINE BOOZE AN BEER ENOUGH TO LAST OUT THE YEAR, LAUGH.

I got to Great Falls, Mt. and hopped off the freight, Then headed over to a small rooming house hotel that was not far from downtown. I had a couple of weeks wait till the show got into the fair grounds. I met a couple of Indian Gals with a guy who was also waiting the fair. He was an Alibi Agent and we got along well. He was broke so were the girls, I said I had enough for them to get a room at the place I was at it was only $12.50 for the week for the rooms and was really not all that bad, You could get a clean room then (1964) for as low as a dollar a night or even a Flop for 25 cents a night. The Chippewa Ladies were underage but no one cared in those days in Montana or Idaho unless you really got into some trouble. One was 17 and the other 16 however the 16 year old looked older I got the 16 year old and promptly made her 19 years old with a phony D.L. from Louisiana and the other 20 years old the same way. The guy wanted I.D. too and this was done. It was a week of partying and I had not let anyone of course know I had more than $9000.00 stashed in a locker at the Trailways Station. I would go there with the girl every morning to eat (Good food too) and take a 20 dollar bill out for the day. The second week we switched girls and the new one was better than the one I had, very much into sex of all types and we got on fine. It came time for the Carnival to open, I had not gone there opening night as I wanted to look around and see where I wanted to work anyway before making a commitment. I never go to a show for work before it opens as then you have to set up to insure your job, A good Agent always finds a "HOLE" when he comes along. Big Bill had one side of the midway and Don Hannah was the patch Don Sisk, his son in law had the games on the right side of the midway. Ivan Henry and a bunch of Mexican aerialists were on the back end circus. I decided to talk to Don Sisk and took over his Swinger and Block stores (Alibis) and worked them with 2 agents in the Block Store and 2 Agents in the Swinger plus me in the middle stall as head of both stores. "Big Blackie" & Sleazy Tall Benny who were real fine thieves from Texas that I knew came along and worked for me. I worked both joints watching out for Sisks and my interests as these Agents were hired to STEAL and if they could not steal from you, Then they could not steal for you! That was the philosophy for good agents in those times. So then the head of the store always watched his agents so they would not pocket a Score when they got one. The Agent GRINDS away till a good Mark comes down the Midway, He takes as much as he is capable of taking from this Mark. A good Agent leaves the Mark with a little (Very little!) but does not hurt the Mark so that another Agent can not play that Mark,(The word "MARK" comes from the fact that a color
code of chalk on a Marks back tells others you have had him.
and he Never Ever leaves the Mark with a beef... A good Agent
PATCHES his own beefs and never needs the PATCH who he
pays 10% every night of his take. A good Agent gets 50% of
his take every night plus what he has stolen. The head of the
store gets the other 50% and both the Agent and the Head
of the store split the costs of any stock that was lost to
the Marks. The head of the Stores takes the 50% from each
Agent from each store he has and splits this with the owner
after the Lights and footage are paid off. The Owner and
Head of the Stores do O.K. providing you do not let your
thieving Agents put any scores in their pockets, smile. It's a
hell of a business and not for the faint of heart.

This is how I signed in on Siebrand and for the next 4 Fairs
made a good living. I drove Don Sisk's Pin Store and Truck
across the road in the Siebrand Caravan. This show carried a
flatbed of motors and when one blew out or was deemed un
repairable it was discarded at the side of the road and
another put in the vehicle. It was said you could follow
Siebrand by the trail of motors from Arizona to Canada,
smile. I worked Great Falls, Pocatello, Id., Boise and Twin
Falls with them then decided not to go south with the show. I
had kept in touch with Del Graham and he told me of all the
people who knew a lot less than we did about the J.F.K.
Killing dying of all sorts of early deaths and we felt the
Cleaners were working overtime. I took a passport from
Canada and it was made out to Rorick A. Seaforth a name that
I dreamed up as Rorick was Teutonic for Roderick and
Seaforth was the Clan which Mac Kenzie was under. I took a
bus up into Canada with no questions at the border of Idaho
at Eastport, Id. & Kingsgate, Alberta. Now I assumed the
Rorick A. Seaforth identity, at Medicine Hat the bus I had got
was changed and I took another to Ottawa, Ontario. I was
there a week and took a plane to London, England. There I
worked a few weeks for Bertram Miles Circus painting props
for the coming Xmas Show then up to work a solo Trapeze I
had also built while there, on the Tower Circus at Blackpool,
England near the Scottish border I got on easily. I was there
a month then got booking in France on Bouglione in Paris it
was there I got with a Troupe that was going as a pkg. to
Boswell Wilkey Circus in The republic of South Africa to
finish out their season.
Much here about it. I will say that we had the nasty savage communist tides of 10 to 20 year olds whipped silly till we were disbanded and since then NO U.N. or N.A.T.O. or other force has done the same. Mr. Toshombe was the last hope Africa had as I saw it and I still think so.

I had seen a lot since that Dallas time and now joined a hospital in the Congo that was under the W.H.O. They did major surgery with single edged razor blades, sutures of boiled vines, bandages made from old clothes and so on. It was not that there were no medical supplies but that now that the THE HORRIBLE ONES The Mercenaries were gone the war lords had recruited their children's armies and given them knives, machetes and R.P.G.s as well as other weapons and told them to go out and cause havoc. They certainly did and I was more than glad when we were flown out to Belgium.

From there, there were a few circuses, a Carnival and an amusement park then I felt safe enough to go back to Canada. I probably could have stayed in Canada for good but I put out feelers to Del and Roselli and Sam and all seemed O.K. though with these people an invitation to come on in can well be the last invitation one ever receives. I went into Chicago in that state of mind but all was well and I tended bar at the College of Complexes Bar once again. Then was offered a chance with Roselli and Graham to go to the Philippines and buy a German Circus that was stranded there and whip it into a first class show to show at Service Clubs and so on all over the Far East Command and S.E.A.Com. And that is where I will end that part of my very interesting life as I intend to produce books on these other areas after this one.

The rest of this book I will dedicate to the explanation of terms, places and a listing of the cast of characters a little on them and how I knew them.
THE CAST OF CHARACTERS & WHERE OR HOW I KNEW THEM:

William Alexander Morgan: I met Bill in San Francisco. We did travel together and became close friends. See Full Story After this.

Delbert J Graham: Trapeze Artist: Sometime C.I.A. asset and sometime Defense Industrial Security Command Agent. Always a close friend. Made Movies, Was into the Hollywood Connection with John Roselli and an insider on A.G.V.A. activities. I never determined if Del was CONNECTED or not but he was well respected in those circles. He broke Dave and Rick Nelson into the Trapeze business. Barbi Benton got her break at one of Del's Famous parties at Chattsworth, Ca. He was a good, loyal friend by me and he was a very talented actor and circus producer. His all girl Trapeze Flying act, "The Flying Viannas" were known the world over. We were partners in a number of projects including the Circus of the Philippines.

John Roselli: A good friend and benefactor of many of my ideas and projects. John and I met at one of Del's Parties and immediately became friends. We did WET WORK for him through other associates in Las Vegas, New Orleans, Chicago, Miami, and of course Las Vegas. I did trust John and was never disappointed.

Sam Gianciana: I met Sam by doing a charcoal sketch of him at the Blue Angel in Chicago. I did WET WORK for him and was associated with him from that time on. We were friends if one can be a friend to a Mafia Don. It was lucrative always for me to be around Sam. I never saw the bad side I always heard about him. He was good by me and I have nothing but respect for him. He was one of the silent partners in both ZR-FLATSTORE and THE CIRCUS OF THE PHILIPPINES PROJECTS. The other work I did for him need not be talked of here.

Richard Cain: Sheriff of Cook County for a time, and Connected man in the Chicago Outfit. Well respected in the community. He was used as one of the team members in the shooting of J.F.K.. I met him through Sam Gianciana and he protected our activities around Chicago. I could do no wrong there as far as the County Police went. The fix was also in with the City. Dick got killed on Belmont Ave. in what may have been the robbery of a Pizza Place, I think it was a hit as he too was due to go before the Senate Commission on Assassinations.

Ervile Le Barron: I liked Ervile and when I later read the book "4 O'Clock Murders", it seemed though this devout man could not have done this. However like many of my friends of those times he was a paradox and there it was never what it seemed with these people. He got me out of Pima County Jail and to Houston for
John Roselli and I got some fine pussy with one of his wives Bethel by knowing him, smile.

David W. Ferrie: Now here is the Renaissance man. This guy was a pure genius as I saw it. He may have looked funny and been queer as a $3.00 bill but I had a lot of respect for him though I tried to stay out of his gay circle of compadres. He was a fine pilot and had big time credentials there, Former Eastern Airlines and Civil Air Patrol Instructor and Pilot. He did a lot of missions into and out of Cuba doing those crazy and hair raising beach landings on beaches too short to land or take off from. He was a very serious Cancer Research Scientist and associated with Tulane University and Charity Hospital with this work. He was a Priest in the Primitive Catholic Church whatever that is but it’s a bonafied religion. He was a very good Detective and was registered as a Private Detective with Guy Bannister associates and the State of Louisiana. He was a friend of Carlos Marcello the Tomato Dealer and did a lot of work for him, smile. I was a passenger on some of his flights into Cuba and was into a few of the training situations around La. & Texas with him and friends. Always a shadow warrior and man of surprises, he was reliable though I never trusted him or those around him. I feel that in the literature as well as the movies etc. Dave has been shortchanged completely.

Guy Bannister: A real prick first class, Ex F.B.I. man (Mabie) (Mabie he never did retire?) He was the owner of Bannister Detective Agency at 555 Camp St. in New Orleans. He had connections everywhere, I was told he was an O.N.I. Agent, An F.B.I. Agent of Div. Five, He had a lot to do with the Perminex Co. Intnl. and was paymaster for me from them. I also know he had the credentials of the Defense Industrial Security Command as he flashed them on me when we first met, But then I also produced false ones as well. Perminex is Permanent Exhibitions Co. Intnl. Guy was over the people in New Orleans that were running me while I was there. I never trusted the Bastard and only went there when summoned, Usually for money. He was in Katzenjamas Bar as much as he was in his (next Door) offices when he was in town. A lady named Delphine was the one who was always at the office and Jack Martin and Dave Ferrie did the blunt of the detective work.

Charles Fredric Rogers: Even before I heard he had killed his parents in Houston, Texas I knew this guy was a sadistic, loner nut case. Slight of build and with a cold eye that put you on alert if you knew those kind of people. He was O.N.I and also affiliated with the C.I.A and the D.I.S.G., He was accomplished in being a first class Radio and Communications Expert as well as a first class pilot. He was well versed in killing and was said to have a few notches on his guns. He was into torture and was used for this in several instances I knew of. A real sadistic prick he was said to enjoy prolonging the agonies of his victims as long as possible. I was told that he was a CLEANER as well. I never liked this guy and though I had to be his passenger on a couple of Ops. I never let my guard down around him. After killing his parents one of the Alphabet Agency’s sent him to South America where he taught torture to Police and Military people for a number of countries. The movie that Charles Bronson did called “The Evil Men Do” is based on Charlie’s sadistic fun and games down there. He was
WARD C. ALEXANDER spent his life in and around Circus & Carnival as well as Other Amusements, World wide, in most capacities (70 years) and was a Catcher, did solo Trapeze acts, Sway Pole acts, Was ammunition for cannons, Did barest acts, Owned, Carnival Concessions, Shows and High acts. He traveled the U.S.A., Canada, Mexico, South America, The Far East, Indo China, Taiwan, China, India, Africa & Europe. Part Owner & Mgr. of The Circus of the Philippines and Owner of a number of Girl shows, he is a very fully versed Showman.

Now at the age of 75 years young, he has written and drawn these courses on the odd and unusual as well as extremely secretive subjects. He knows this business and the Arts as well as any living authority and often lectures & provides consultation to Television, Novelists & Movies. His works are available as accredited courses, with transcript & Certificate after testing in a mail order format. The address to apply for these works & courses is enclosed and you are invited to write us at The College of Complexes Ltd. for further information and our reasonable pricing for the same.

He was TDY to UNPIK and 187th ARCT before leaving Far East. In Fort Devens, MA he was in the 74th RRCT before discharge. Reenlisted went Abn./Ranger, saw Vietnam as advisor, 2nd discharge Fort Bragg, NC, March 4, 1958, E-6.

His awards include the Combat Infantry Badge, Korean Service Medal w/1 Bronze Star, United Nations Service Medal, National Defense Service Medal, Good Conduct Medal, Purple Heart, Senior Parachute Badge.

His memorable experiences: stayed alive/manipulated the system and living in great health, expecting a very long life.

Went into family business of aerial acts for circuses. Later owned a circus carnival and now trains flying trapeze acts human cannon balls, stunt persons and builds props, paint shows in their winter quarters in Newberry, FL.
The time span of this book is from 1934 to 1964. Rod MacKenzie, III has lived to his 75th year as this is written in 2010. He chronicled his amazing life in the years since 1999 after leaving Florida to enjoy the wonders of the Northwestern United States. Still active in many areas of interest we find him painting, scenery for theater, opera and other shows, creating his naughty comics, known as NANO BOOKS & running his College of Complexes Studios in Seattle, Washington. Though he has quieted down as far as past adventures go, he is active and expects to live a while yet. CONTINUED ON REAR FLAP.
If all goes as planned he will write up "THE MEN THAT DON'T FIT IN", Number II, in the next couple of years. This will be about the years 1964 to the present. Times with Circuses, Carnivals, Amusement Parks, Some Mob times, Travels in the European Countries as well as Africa, The Philippines (Where he was part owner of a Circus), Chicago fun & games leading to a stint at Witness Protection after a hairy time with "the gang that screwed everything up." It should be a fun read.       Dominic De Pello, Weehawken, N.J.